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More than 900 to graduate
By Christine Cavazos
Staff Writer
After years of homework assignments
and exams, hundreds of students will
don caps and gowns and walk on stage to
receive their diplomas.
A total of 940 students will receive
degrees at Spring Commencement,
scheduled at 8 a.m. May 15 on the Mary
Rose Cardenas Hall South Lawn.
Close to 4,000 people are expected to
attend, officials say. Visitors can park in the
Education and Business Complex parking
lot off University Boulevard.
Martie DiGregorio, director of events and
conferences for the Office of the President,
said there will be accommodations for
those with handicaps.
“We have a designated seating section
for wheelchairs,” DiGregorio said in an
e-mail to The Collegian. “We also have a
marked overflow room with monitors for
those unable to sit outside.”
Luis A. Ubiñas, president of the Ford
Foundation, will be the ceremony’s
keynote speaker.
“Mr. Ubiñas has a distinguished record
of leadership in the nonprofit sector,
devoting much of his personal time and
energy to working with educational
and community-based social service
organizations,” according to the UTB/
TSC Web site. “He currently serves on
the UN Permanent Advisory Memorial
Committee, the World Bank Philanthropic
Sector Advisory Committee, the Board
of the New York Public Library and is a

trustee of the Collegiate School for Boys.”
The Ford Foundation supports visionary
leaders and organizations working on the
frontlines of social change worldwide,
according to its Web site.
The College of Applied Technology and
General Studies will award 17 certificates
of proficiency, 28 associate of applied
science degrees, four associate of science
in technology degrees, 19 bachelor of
applied arts and sciences degrees and 25
bachelor of applied technology degrees,
according to the Office of the Registrar.
The College of Liberal Arts will award
seven associate of applied science degrees,
89 associate of arts degrees, 18 associate of
arts in social work degrees, four associate
of arts in Spanish translation degrees,
two associate of fine arts degrees, one
associate of science degree, one bachelor
of applied arts and sciences degree, 94
bachelor of arts degrees, 23 bachelor
of arts in communication degrees, nine
bachelor of music degrees, 41 bachelor
of science in criminal justice degrees, two
master of arts degrees, two master of arts
in interdisciplinary studies degrees and one
master of music degree.
The College of Science, Mathematics
and Technology will award three
certificates of proficiency, five associate
of applied science degrees, four associate
of science degrees, 73 bachelor of science
degrees and five master of science degrees.
The College of Education will award two
certificates of proficiency, three associate
• See ‘Graduation,’ Page 5

Elizabeth A. Perez/Collegian

Senior communication major Silvia Ramos tries on a graduation cap and gown Thursday in the Barnes & Noble
Bookstore on campus.

Some health insurers speed Salary plan scraps base merit,
up coverage to young adults focuses on market adjustment
By Rene Cardona Jr.
Staff Writer
Young adults under age 26 will
have the opportunity to receive
coverage from their parents’
health care plan because of a recent
voluntary decision three insurance
companies have made.
According to the recently signed
health insurance reform legislation,
all insurance companies are to allow
parents the choice to include their children
between the ages of 18 to 26 on their
health care plans. Although the deadline to
provide this choice is not until September,
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WellPoint, United Health Care and Blue
Cross Blue Shield have decided to “bridge
the gap” until then.
“The reason they are willing
to do it before then, we think, is
because they see that there is a dire
need for this type of service, and it was
kind of them to do so,” said Jose Borjon,
communication director for the office of
U.S. Rep. Solomon P. Ortiz (D-Texas).
“If a young adult is on their parents’
insurance and have been using their
parents’ insurance, then there is no change
there. If that’s not the case and they wish to
• See ‘Health Care,’ Page 16

By Julianna Sosa
Collegian Editor
In these tough economic
times, UTB/TSC faculty and
staff will not receive base
merit increase in salaries
next fiscal year, but rather a
one-time $200 merit.
A
total of 779 employees will
receive the one-time merit, which combined
will total $182, 286. Those who will not
receive the one-time merit are deans,
associate deans, associate vice presidents
and those who report to the president or
provost.

Noticias en Español

Página 19

Some faculty and staff members will
receive market adjustments to their salaries
and others, exceptional merit.
University administrators are having
ongoing discussions with faculty and staff
to discuss salary proposals for fiscal year
2010-11.
UTB/TSC Provost Alan Artibise said the
compensation package for faculty and staff
totals nearly $1.3 million.
According to Rosemary Martinez, vice
president for Business Affairs, the package
represents a 2.25 percent increase in total
salaries.
• See ‘Salary,’ Page 22
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Student faces indecent exposure charge
By Cynthia Hernandez
Staff Writer

A UTB/TSC student has been arraigned
on a charge of indecent exposure.
Campus Police arrested Omar Rivera,
19, in the early afternoon on April 7 after
a student in the Science and Engineering
Technology Building computer lab
witnessed a table shaking and a student
moving his arm.
“[The dispatcher] said that a student
had reported to him that she had seen a
guy expose himself,” Campus Police Lt.

Armando Pulido said. “She leaned over
and saw that his pants were down and his
zipper was open and she was able to see.”
Campus Police then questioned Rivera.
“The officer made contact with him
and he admitted to have been watching
pornographic materials on the computer
and got excited,” Pulido said.
Cameron County Magistrate Patricia
Edelstein arraigned Rivera on a charge of
indecent exposure, a class B misdemeanor.
Edelstein set a $750 personal recognizance
bond.

A student has
been charged
with indecent
exposure inside
the SET-B
Computer Lab.
Manuel Reyna/Collegian
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Pell Grant
now available
in summer
By Ana Laura Martell
Spanish Editor
UTB/TSC students who are Pell Grant
recipients can apply for the Year-Round Pell
Grant this summer. Those who currently do
not get federal financial aid might qualify
next academic year.
Undergraduate students who received
the Pell Grant during the fall and spring
semesters and have completed 24 semester
credit hours are eligible to be awarded
additional financial aid by enrolling in
summer courses, according to Mari Chapa,
director of Financial Aid.
“The Year-Round Pell Grant is meant to
help students accelerate in their graduation,”
Chapa said.
The grant was authorized by the Higher
Education Reconciliation Act of 2009 and
helps students save money on tuition, fees
and other expenses, and join the workforce
earlier, she said.
Satisfactory Academic Progress, or SAP,
is required to qualify and other eligibility
requirements may be applicable. However,
Chapa encourages all students to contact
the Office of Financial Aid to inquire on the
matter.
“It doesn’t hurt to try,” she said. “Make the
effort to apply and apply now.”
Almost 2,000 students have already been
awarded the second Pell Grant toward
summer classes. The “2010 Summer
Financial Aid Award Request” must be
submitted online through the Financial Aid
Web page under “Online Forms” (http://
www.utb.edu/em/fa/Pages/2010SUM_Loan.
aspx). The deadline to apply is June 20.
Next academic year, receiving the YearRound Pell Grant might be attached to other
• See ‘Grant,’ Page 5
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SGA helps with art students’ struggle
By Jacqueline Vasquez
Staff Writer
The battle art students have had to face with
inadequate facilities in the Art Department and
having graduation hindered for some because
of the lack of classes being offered has been a
tough one.
The Student Government Association is
doing what it can to help by passing Resolution
34 at last Thursday’s meeting, supporting a
petition art students are asking for in Fall 2010.
The students want more classes to be offered
in order to make graduation possible for those
who are supposed to graduate in December.
Vice President of Historical Archives
Stephanie Villarreal said that to the dismay
of art students, only two advanced art classes
are going to be offered in the fall. Villarreal
encouraged not just art students, but all students
to go to the SGA with their concerns if they
are having trouble graduating or if they have
issues with the facilities in their department.
“We’re an awesome vehicle to get things
done and that’s what we should be doing,”
Villarreal said. “Hopefully, we can help the art
students and any other students who want to
come down and seek our support.”
She also said that art students are happy
that new bathrooms are being built in the
department and one of the studios has been
painted.
College of Liberal Arts Senator Mariana
Hernandez said art students were not
informed that art history classes are going to
be conducted at the International Technology,
Education and Commerce Center. Art students
who live in Matamoros are also complaining
that some art classes have been scheduled
late in the evening, which will result in them
having to travel home at a late hour.
In other business, voting on former SGA
President Ruby de la Fuentes’ nomination
for supreme court justice was delayed while
the senate and SGA President David Polin
discussed the matter.
President-elect and Senator at Large Jorge

Luciana Morales/Collegian

Senator at Large and SGA President-elect Jorge Muñoz questions the nomination of former SGA President
Ruby de la Fuente as a Supreme Court justice during the SGA meeting Thursday. Also shown are Vice President
of Historical Archives Stephanie Villarreal and Vice President of Policy and Procedure Joe Lee Rubio.

Muñoz said that although de la Fuente is hardworking and passionate, he was concerned
about her being appointed to supreme court
justice because she has quit the SGA three
times and he would prefer to have someone
who can and will make a commitment and
follow through.
“Every time she’s served, it has ended in a
resignation,” Muñoz said.
Polin addressed Muñoz’s concern.
“To speak to the term of her willingness
to serve, I did address that with her and it’s
indefinite,” Polin said.
Polin said that he frowns upon Muñoz for
diminishing de la Fuentes’ efforts.
Muñoz also said Polin had mentioned
before that it is better to have someone who is
a junior for supreme court justice because he or
she will be able to serve for a longer period of
time. De la Fuente is a senior.
Vice President of Policy and Procedure Joe
Lee Rubio told Muñoz that it would be to his
advantage if de la Fuente resigned her position
as supreme court justice because he could then
appoint someone of his choosing.
The discussion about de la Fuentes’ status

hung in the balance until a proxy vote via text
in favor of de la Fuente was made by Graduate
Senator Donovan Knight. But, that vote came
into question.
Because the SGA constitution kept being
interpreted in different ways, Muñoz asked
to have a special meeting to have better
clarification of the situation, but it was not
accepted.
Muñoz and College of Liberal Arts Senators
Josefina Gamez and Alexandria Lara excused
themselves and left the meeting early.
“They’re obviously in cahoots with--you
know,” de la Fuente said after they left.
Further discussion with SGA adviser Mari
Fuentes-Martin led to Polin swearing in de la
Fuente as supreme court justice.
Polin then resigned as president and swore
in Vice President of Administration Nathaniel
Garcia as president.
Since there were not enough members to
meet quorum, business could not continue, and
the meeting was adjourned.
Knight and College of Science, Mathematics
and Technology Senators Lizette Becerra and
Priscilla Rocha were absent from the meeting.

Campus heeds warning on Mexico’s violence
By Ana Laura Martell
Spanish Editor
Mexico is off-limits as far as universitysponsored trips or projects go, officials say.
The measure follows an announcement
by the University of Texas System on April
23 that its nine academic and six health
institutions will “immediately review and
potentially suspend university-sponsored
programs” in Mexico as a result of that
country’s increasing violence.
Based on the last travel alert issued by the

U.S. Department of State, the UT System
directed its components to recall their
students and personnel from the northern
Mexican states of Chihuahua, Coahuila,
Nuevo León, Sonora, Tamaulipas, Baja
California and Durango, according to a news
release from the system.
UTB/TSC holds property in Mexico,
including the Rancho del Cielo Field
Station, a research center located in El Cielo,
Tamaulipas. However, at the time of the of
UT System’s news release, the facility was
unoccupied, Provost Alan Artibise told The

Collegian in an e-mail interview Thursday.
There are no personnel or students
involved in university programs in Mexico,
according to Mari Fuentes-Martin, associate
vice president for Student Affairs and dean of
students. The school is prohibiting universitysponsored trips or projects.
“Right now, there’s not any travel into
Mexico being approved for anyone unless
it’s being approved for our campus president
or … the chancellor at UT System,” FuentesMartin said. “There’s [no] reason for any of
us to travel into Mexico for any reason.”

Artibise said UTB/TSC Campus Police
Chief John Cardoza is in constant contact
with police and border officials on both sides
of the border.
Senior administrators constantly review
the campuses’ emergency systems, and the
university has also performed drills to test
threat responses, Artibise said.
The provost relayed the information when
the newspaper asked if any members of the
UTB/TSC campus community were recalled
from Mexico following the UT System
directive.

Retirement Preparation Planning
Bob Richardson CLU, ChFC
REGISTERED FINANCIAL CONSULTANT

(956) 542 - 1775

Investment Advisor Representative with and Securities and Investment Advisory Services offered through
Transamerica Financial Advisors, Inc (TFA) member FINRA, SIPC and a Registered Investment Advisor.
Non-securities products and services are not offered through TFA.
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How do
you
de-stress
from
finals?
“I just try not
to think about
it; it’s just
another test,
that’s the way
I think about
it. That way,
I won’t be all
stressed.”
E d u a r d o
Rendon
S o p h o m o r e
engineering major
“ W e l l ,
basically,
I
go out to the
[Recreation,
Education
a
n
d
Kinesiology
Center] and
by
doing
exercises
I
kind of blank
my
mind, and that’s
how I de-stress for my finals.”
Miguel Hinojosa
Junior kinesiology major
“I just get
a
cup
of
coffee, go to
Starbucks or
something-just basically
hang
a
little
bit
with friends
before
finals
and then, maybe
afterwards, I get my book and
start studying.”
Nelly Estrada
Sophomore biology major
“Well, I don’t
de-stress until
after
I’m
done [with
finals]; then,
I just relax
and sleep all
day and just
chill.”
N i k o l e
Gutierrez
S e n i o r
psychology major
--Compiled by Cleiri Quezada
--Photos by Manuel Reyna

What doesn’t kill you will only make you stronger
By Julianna Sosa
Collegian Editor
This year has been, by far,
the hardest, most trying year of
my whole entire college career-physically, emotionally and
professionally. But I’m glad it
has been. Maybe the real test
wasn’t reading all those books,
studying for quizzes and tests,
writing research papers, making
presentations and spending long
hours in The Collegian office;
maybe the real test was getting
through it all in one piece.
I realized this one late Sunday
night. I had just finished a ninehour project session at the library
and gassed up my car before I made
a trip to Port Isabel to feed my

parents’ dogs.
I was tired,
stressed out
and
hungry
(not a good
combination),
so imagine my
surprise when
I finally made
it to the WalMart to buy the dogs their food
and learn that I’d lost my wallet.
Of course, I searched every nook
and cranny of my car for about 30
minutes without any luck and in an
instant found myself bawling on
the steering wheel for an hour.
It might sound a bit dramatic,
but over the last couple of weeks
I’ve been asking myself one
question: Is all the hard work I’ve
done worth it, just to walk down an

aisle and receive a piece of paper
that reads “bachelor of arts in
communication”?
Throughout the three years I
have attended UTB/TSC, I’ve
made some of the best friends
in the world, had professors that
were as tough as titanium alloy and
others who were so inspiring they
could change my view of the world
in 50 minutes.
At work, I’ve had screaming
matches, laughing attacks and a
whole bunch of chaotic Thursday
nights. In a strange way, this
institution, and particularly the
newspaper, has become my home.
Not only have I gained an
education, but also an experience
that I can take with me to the next
stage in my life, because God
knows it’s only going to get harder.

I’d like to thank Azenett, who is
the best boss and role model any
girl could have; my three pillars of
strength Roxy, Fabi and Lizzie; and
Michael, Boon, Hugo, Graciela
and the rest of The Collegian
staff. It was wonderful. I learned
so much from working with y’all
and expect great things from you
in the future. I’d like also to thank
my communication and English
professors, friends and family for
your support and help.
So, if you happen to see me
running down the Paseo, flailing
my arms about, shouting at the
top of my lungs on the day of my
last final exam, don’t be alarmed.
I’m only expressing a combination
of emotions the only way I know
how.

Letters to the editor
Vote for what’s right!
Now is the time for all good
men to come to the aid of their
community. Never in our history
has there been a spirit of “no more,
no further” than in our times, when
our economy is in a place of limbo.
One thing we can all agree on is
that a great education is essential
in order to be able to compete in
today’s global market. Throughout
the land, we hear the battle cry of a
people who have had enough of big
government that serves no one but
the bureaucrats and their personal
benefit: “We will remember in
November.” Here in our community,
we have the opportunity to tell they
that have weakened us as a whole:
“In May, it’s the highway.”
Our grandchildren will remember

this coming election in May for the
Texas Southmost College board
of trustees as the turning point of
a broken and self-serving system.
During my tenure as president
of Student Government, we
approached the board and begged
them to intervene in issues that
were of concern to the student body
we represented. We asked that they
heed our pleas for internal audits
and to hold back the hand of an
administration that constantly dwelt
on the concept of increase in fees
without representation. How we
had requested documentation from
the administration, such as copies
of the Partnership Agreement,
REK Center agreements and
election results; we were dubbed
troublemakers. We reminded the

Corrections
In the April 26 issue of The Collegian, Ricardo
Balli’s name was misspelled.
In addition, a photo pertaining to the article
headlined “Two different sides take a stand”
misidentified Adina Alegria.

board that we had come before
them not only as students, but also
as taxpayers and voters. They will
be reminded of this on May 8.
I have resided in Austin for the
past nine months and will soon

be finishing my degree. In order
to graduate in December, I [am]
required [to take] some computer
courses that are being offered at
• See ‘Letters,’ Page 6
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Peña files petition to inspect ballots
By Julianna Sosa
Collegian Editor
Candidate Ruben Peña has filed a petition
in state district court to determine the validity
of the mail-in, early and election day votes
cast in the Democratic primary and runoff for
Cameron County Precinct 2 commissioner.
Peña filed the petition Friday. He is asking
to look at the procedures election officials
follow, as well as mail-in ballots.
On April 26, visiting state District Judge
Rudy Delgado of Hidalgo County granted
Peña an injunction to preserve all the mailin ballots, prevent Elections Administrator
Roger Ortiz from disposing, altering,
removing, destroying, or removing the
ballots cast in the Cameron County Precinct
2 commissioner primary runoff and impound
the ballot box from voting Precinct 38.,
Monday.
“Actually, what we are looking for is
to make a distinction as to the fraud of the
mail-in ballots,” Peña said. “We know
that there are a number of politiqueros and
politqueras who have gone out and, not only
in my election but in all elections, seeking to
prey on elderly and getting their ballots in,
either with their signatures or without their
signatures but marking the ballots for them,
which would be illegal, and if we could
determine that a number of those ballots have

Michael Peña/Collegian

Cameron County Precinct 2 Commissioner candidate Ruben Peña speaks to the media after the hearing in the
197th District Court on April 26.

been cast illegally our ultimate goal would be
[for] the judge to throw out the election.”
Peña, an attorney, lost the race to
businessman Ernie Hernandez by 49 votes in
the April 13 runoff. Hernandez tallied 2,159
votes to Peña’s 2,110. Hernandez received
240 mail-in votes, 1,103 early votes and 816
election day votes.
Peña garnered 34 mail-in votes, 1,166

early votes and 910 election day votes.
Ortiz said the runoff ballots have been
canvassed.
However, Peña said there is a “huge
disparity” between the mail-in votes and
contends that there are some “serious
problems” in the election system.
“The purpose of us doing this exercise is
not necessarily just to overturn my election
but to try to change the way we do elections,”
Peña said.
He called some of the ballots into question
in a request for a temporary restraining order
filed April 14. The brief alleges Pena’s poll
watchers noticed “some of the signatures on
the applications did not appear to match the
return ballot” and “numerous mail-in ballots
had the signature of the same politiquera who
obtained the voters signature and ballot.”
Ortiz said he could not comment on the
matter on the advice of his attorney Bruce
Hodge. Hodge did not return calls from The
Collegian.

Graduation

Continued from Page 1

of applied science degrees, 51 associate
of arts in teaching degrees, 78 bachelor of
arts in interdisciplinary studies degrees,
19 bachelor of science degrees and 32
master of education degrees.
The School of Health Sciences will

Hernandez said he “has no problem” with
Peña inspecting the ballots and pointed out
that the deadline for a recount has already
passed.
“I’m really not worried about it,”
Hernandez told The Collegian in a telephone
interview Wednesday.
Peña is also skeptical about the ballot box
from voting Precinct 38 (Sharp Elementary
School in Brownsville). According to court
documents, the ballot box was turned in
nearly three hours after the polls closed.
“We are also wanting to look at box 38,
the famous three-hour bathroom break of
the election judge, and I’m told that there is
nothing wrong with that, but we still want to
take a look at it,” he said.
According to court documents, the election
judge advised that the delay in submitting
Box 38 was caused by “his inability to secure
the ballot box, that his two alternate judges
had departed and that he did not have any
assistance to secure the ballot box and voting
materials. He further advised that rather than
going directly to the court house as instructed
he detoured to the H-E-B [Food Store] on
Boca Chica [Boulevard] because he had to
go to the bathroom. The ballot box was left
unsecured and unsealed in his vehicle in the
H-E-B parking lot.”
Judge Delgado was assigned to the case
after 197th District Court Judge Migdalia
Lopez recused herself from the case.
The Collegian asked Peña about an
ad published April 18 in the Brownsville
Herald in which he thanks the voters of
Precinct 2. The ad identifies Peña as “County
Commissioner Precinct 2.” The Collegian
asked if it is legal for him to state he is the
commissioner when the election results show
otherwise.
Peña replied, “You know, I didn’t review
that ad. My ad agency did that; it shouldn’t
have said that. I didn’t even see it. So, if it
was, it was a mistake. It should never have
been put in there that way.”
award 133 associate of applied science
degrees, 21 bachelor of science in nursing
degrees and six master of science in
nursing degrees.
The School of Business will award 18
associate of arts in business administration
degrees, 82 bachelor of business
administration degrees and 18 master of
business administration degrees.

Grant

Continued from Page 3

criteria. Starting in Fall 2010,
students will have to demonstrate
academic
acceleration
by
completing a total of 24 hours in
good standing during both long
semesters to qualify for the second
grant the following summer.
The federal government will
invest $40 billion in the Pell Grant
program through the Health Care
and Education Reconciliation Act
signed by President Obama on
March 30. Shortfalls caused by
the recent economic recession are
meant to be covered by this new
legislation. The Estimated Family
Contribution (EFC) maximum will
be raised for students who were
not eligible before and increase
their opportunity to receive some
federal financial aid, according to
information provided by Chapa.
For more details, call the
Financial Aid Office at 882-8277.
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Border fence’s impact topic of panel
By Cynthia Hernandez
Staff Writer
More than 400 people gathered April 26 in
the Student Union’s Gran Salon for “Seeds
of Hope: The Border Wall, One Year Later,”
a panel discussion to remember UTB/TSC’s
legal struggle against Homeland Security.
On Feb. 14, 2009, more than 300 people
planted budding Carolina jasmine vines along
the university’s fence to symbolize hope for
the campus community. This came about after
Homeland Security sued the Texas Southmost
College District board of trustees and the
University of Texas System chancellor for
access to the university to build a border fence.
“We built a university so that we would
take that next wave, that next generation
of students … so that they could sustain it,
nurture it and protect it,” said keynote speaker
and UTB/TSC President Juliet V. García.

Letters

Continued from Page 4

Austin Community College. I will be paying
a fraction of what I would if I were taking
these exact same classes at the University of
Texas at Brownsville and Texas Southmost
College. The difference is because of the
imperfect deals negotiated on our behalf by
individuals who resemble the old PRI in
Mexico. The Partnership Agreement between
the University of Texas System and Texas
Southmost College must be renegotiated. It
must be the No. 1 issue on the agenda of the
new board to be elected into office in May. We
will remember.
We must change the old-school mentality
that plagues not only UTB/TSC but also
the Brownsville Navigation District. Here
somewhere in the vicinity of $20 million of
taxpayers’ dollars went missing on the “railbridge to nowhere.” Aren’t the individuals
that are running for re-election the ones
who allowed the perpetrators to escape
prosecution? They also need to be reminded
that this is not their sandbox, where we will
allow them to throw sand in our face. This
is our community. We may be forgiving
individuals, but we have a good memory. We
will remember.
Jason Erasmo Castro D.
SGA President of Austin Graduate School
of Theology
Former SGA President of UTB/TSC
Talking unites us
I was pleased to see the budding of a dialogue
on abortion and its effects and seeming
justifications at the Gran Salon Tuesday night.
We must say with John Donne, “No man is an
island, entire of itself; every man is a piece of

Elizabeth A. Perez/Collegian Photos

Assistant Professor of Government Terence Garrett speaks about the cost of resources during UTB/TSC’s
“Seeds of Hope: The Border Wall, One Year Later” panel discussion April 26 in the Student Union’s Gran Salon.

“And then to all of a sudden be sued by this
same country that I thought we were trying to
sustain, nurture and support.”
The proposal would have divided the
campus and left the Fort Brown Memorial

Golf Course south of the fence.
“We worked out an agreement,” García
said. “We agree that the fence could look
different on our campus than it did elsewhere
and not be 18 foot [in height] but be 10 foot.”

the continent, a part of the main … any man’s
death diminishes me, because I am involved
in mankind.”
Why do we dialogue? We dialogue with
each other because we all seek after the truth of
ourselves and that can only be accomplished
when we see the worth and value of the other
person who is made just as I am. Our dialogue
is not meant to devolve into self-serving
individualism, the attitude of “Believe what
you believe, just do not bother me,” nor should
it become a hardhearted authoritarianism, the
attitude that says, “If you do not think as I do,
you are evil.”
What we seek as human beings is to live a
life in the truth in such a way that it is a life
that draws others to consider the beauty of our
convictions. When we live in truth, we live in
beauty; when we live what is beautiful, we
live what is good. When we live what is good,
then we live as one. If you are ever afraid to
live in a way that proclaims what you believe
openly, I invite you to consider whether or not
you truly want to live that way.
The Rev. Alejandro Flores
Chaplain, Catholic Campus Ministry

Heel State, where several million are in dire
need of health assistance.
How can those Democrats, those with
Cadillacs, Lexuses, Porsches and beyond
health care, dare to face their struggling
constituents?
A slap bluntly delivered is their “no” vote.
Eugene “Gene” Novogrodsky
Brownsville

Thanks, Texas Dems!
Complaints galore we have about
Congress. But imagine if we from South
Texas were dropped in North Carolina,
where three Democrats in the U.S. House of
Representatives voted against the recently
passed health care bill.
Our representatives from South Texas,
thank goodness, voted for the bill, which is,
really, a start to a down-the-road single-payer
system.
So, again, a thanks to our South Texas
Democrats for understanding the urgency of
health reform, unlike the three from the Tar

Solutions
Last week I outlined some of the problems
we have at UTB/TSC. This week’s letter will
focus on solutions to these problems.
The problem with parking can be helped
with a small change in the parking lot across
from the EDBC building. There are two
sections of parking for faculty and staff that
are not being used. On Tuesday at 11 a.m.,
there were 68 empty spots in these two
sections. [Thursday] at 11 a.m., there were 64
empty parking spaces in these two sections.
These two sections could easily be turned
into general parking and open up more spots
without having to create new parking areas.
We as students lack a voice at UTB/TSC.
The first way to fix this problem is to vote
Robert Lopez, Trey Mendez and Kiko Rendon
onto the TSC board of trustees. The student
body can control who gets elected if we are
willing to vote. If we the students control the
swing votes, we will gain power. When we as
students gain the power to influence the board,
we will have a voice.
The best way to keep students in the loop
of administration policy changes would be
to have a president’s council, one with the
president, the provost, two of the schools’ and
colleges’ deans on a rotation basis and the SGA
president, vice president of administration,
president pro tem of the senate and three to

The panel included university professors
and administrators.
“This may sound a little bit simplistic, but
thinking about it, walls have really impacted
my professional and also my personal life,”
said Helmut Langerbein, an assistant professor
in the History Department.
Langerbein was raised in Germany and
explained his experience with different walls
across the globe. He said he spoke to his
students about his experiences with walls.
“I said back then, ‘It’s very ironic. I left
Germany when they tore down the [Berlin]
Wall and now I finally end up in South Texas
and they’re building a wall.’ I come from a
very different perspective,” he said.
Terence Garrett, an associate professor
in the Government Department, said the
government is not considering the human
aspect of the issue.
• See ‘Seeds,’ Page 10
four other student leaders. Any major changes
should first be discussed in this group, and
then put out to the students.
The decisions already made, such as the
ban on smoking and staggered registration,
should be stopped until a vote by the students
(on registration) can be made, and the ban on
smoking until a vote by the students, faculty
and staff can be held online. I am in favor of
the staggered registration, but I think it should
be by hours instead of by ID number.
This is just my opinion. But unless we as
students are ready to stand up and make our
voices heard, it will just be more of the same.
I hope the student body will back me in this.
Good luck to everyone on their exams, and
good luck to our graduating class of 2010.
David Smith
History education major
Message for Wood, Hernandez
And now John Wood and Ernie Hernandez
are closer to having major roles in Cameron
County’s future, thanks to their victories [in]
the low-turnout Democratic primary runoff
election.
Here’s hoping they have the vision to throw
every legal obstacle possible in the proposed
West Loop Toll Road-Parkway, which if
built, will be an environmental dagger in the
county’s development.
Think earth, not asphalt, misters Wood
and Hernandez, as the second decade of the
century unfolds.
Savor your wins, and remember they
occurred in Earth Month!
Eugene “Gene” Novogrodsky
Brownsville
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5 students accepted to medical school

By Jacqueline Vasquez
Staff Writer

Senior biology majors Jesus Rodriguez,
Rodrigo Obregon, Arthur Gonzalez, Byron
Newton and Priscilla Rocha want to make a
difference in people’s lives and now they are on
their way to doing just that.
Obregon, Gonzalez, Newton and Rocha were
accepted into the University of Texas Health
Science Center at San Antonio and Rodriguez
was accepted into the University of Texas
Medical Branch at Galveston. They will all
begin their studies in either the summer or fall.
Gonzalez, who is going to dental school,
was also accepted into the University of Texas
Health Science Center at Houston and Texas
A&M Health Science Center Baylor College of
Dentistry.
“I decided to go to San Antonio,” Gonzalez
said. “That’s the one that I was in an early
admissions program for and, ultimately, that’s
the best one.”
In order to be admitted at UTHSCSA, a
student must have at least a 3.4 grade-point
average and get a score of 18 on the Dental
Admissions Test, or DAT.
Asked what set him apart from the other
applicants, Gonzalez replied he was not sure
how to answer the question without sounding
arrogant.
“Well, I’ve worn garters and a corset,” he said
with a laugh. “That’s something none of them
have done, I’m quite sure.”
Gonzalez was referring to the role of Dr.
Frankenfurter, which he played in last semester’s
production of “The Rocky Horror Show.”
On a more serious note, he said that failure
simply was not an option for him.
“It’s something that my dad always taught
me,” Gonzalez said. “You know if you even
think that you won’t make it, that’s just extra
baggage that you don’t really need. There is no
plan B for me; it’s dentistry if I’m 21 or 40.”
He begins school in the summer and will
mostly take out loans to cover his expenses.
“Scholarships, they’re there, but you’re going
to have to get loans,” Gonzalez said. “That’s
another one of the things that kind of sets you
apart is you can’t have a fear of seemingly
insurmountable debt.”
His family is supportive and will be sad to
see him leave, but because he is close to them,
Gonzalez wants to do what he can to keep those
close ties.
Afterward, he plans to come back to
Brownsville and join the National Health
Service Corps, which with time reduces the
amount owed on a loan. Dentists abound on
both sides of his family and he said that that may
be why it feels so right to him. He also likes that
the workload is not overwhelming.
“The hours are so wonderful and you
really can have your own life being a dentist,”
Gonzalez said. “That’s going to allow me to

Michael Peña/Collegian

UTB/TSC students accepted into medical and dental school are (from left) Rodrigo Obregon, Priscilla Rocha,
Arthur Gonzalez and Byron Newton.

pursue what else I love--theater.”
He encourages those wanting to go to medical
school not to get discouraged easily. He said it is
best to press on and not give up.
“Don’t let that first test determine the rest of
your life,” Gonzalez said. “It’s just a stupid thing
to do.”
Rodriguez is the only one not going to
UTHSCSA. He believes that what may have
helped him get accepted into UTMB was that
he has been tenacious in his work and has kept
improving.
He said many scholarships are available for
students and that sometimes a student does not
even have to apply to obtain one such as in his
case.
“I received a letter out of nowhere that
said that I received a $20,000 scholarship,”
Rodriguez said. “I was surprised because I
really didn’t apply for it. All I did was accept the
position at the school and then they just sent me
a letter.”
The grant came from the Carl J. Herzog
Foundation. So far, he has not decided on what
he would like to specialize in, but instead is just
concentrating on his immediate goals.
“Right now, all I did was focus on getting
in and preparing myself,” Rodriguez said. “I
think that’s another thing that might have set me
apart.”
He said his parents have always been
supportive and helpful. They are “ecstatic” for
him, but at the same time they are sad to see him
go.
“They supported me along the way and I
would see them putting forth that effort …
so I want to give them that double, you know
something with interest,” Rodriguez said. “That
was my goal, like, to not let them down; not let
myself down.”
He said it is important to him to finish what he
started. He suggests that for students who want
to go to medical school to speak to those with
more experience in order to get a better idea on
what they have to do to get accepted.

Newton said that what helped him get
accepted into medical school was that he
expressed his passion and dedication during his
interviews.
“I made a point to let the interviewer
know that I was determined, disciplined and
dedicated,” Newton said.
He has been a part of the Joint Admission
Medical Program, or JAMP, which provides
services to support qualified financially
disadvantaged students pursuing a medical
education.
This program allowed Newton to attend
summer internships, have preceptorships with
physicians and get prepared for the Medical
College Admission Test, or MCAT, which
he said has truly helped him. Financially, he
will be receiving a grant and is applying for a
scholarship and loans.
“It’s pretty common, when you get out of
grad school, especially medical school, you’re
kind of like up to your eyeballs in debt,” Newton
said.
Although he has not chosen a specialty yet,
he is leaning toward neurosurgery or pediatric
neurosurgery, and for his residency, he would
like to remain in Texas. He advises students
wishing to attend medical school to stay
dedicated to their goals.
“It’s not as hard as it seems because as long
as you’re determined and you think you can do
it and you’re disciplined, then there won’t be a
problem,” Newton said.
He said his family has been supportive and is
excited for him.
Obregon is also involved in the JAMP, which
led him to attend internships at medical schools
in Texas.
“You stay at the medical school and you take
classes and you do rotations,” he said. “As part
of the program, I interviewed at all the eight
Texas medical schools and … then the last
month or so, I ended up getting matched to UT
Health Science Center at San Antonio.”
Obregon said that being part of the JAMP

Jesus Rodriguez

helped him get accepted into medical school
because of the experience he attained from the
internships.
“And then on top of that, it kind of gives you
a unique perspective because you’re hanging
out with medical students … you’re hanging
out with the medical faculty, so you’re kind of
getting their view of it,” he said.
This insider perspective can also give an
applicant the advantage of knowing what the
interviewer might be looking at. Financial aid
and scholarships will be helping him with all of
his expenses, but mostly it will be loans.
At the moment, Obregon is not sure about
what he would like to specialize in. After
medical school he would like to get a residency
out of state and when he is done, he might like
to work in an underserviced area.
“Right now, I’m kind of leaning towards
psychiatry,” he said. “That’s my primary interest
and what motivated me to apply in the first
place, but they say you don’t really decide until
about halfway through.”
Obregon said he tries to keep motivated
and enjoys learning and wants to do better for
himself. His girlfriend, Rocha, is someone who
inspires him as well.
“It was always really cool having someone
there with you,” he said.
Rocha said that Obregon has helped her out,
too, and appreciates his support.
“The way he’s supported me is, I tend to be
very anxious and don’t let myself have time to
chill out and to de-stress and maybe look at it
from another perspective, and he tends to do that
a lot for me,” she said. “Also, he tends to see the
humor in things.”
Rocha said she loves Brownsville and is a bit
fearful of going to live in San Antonio.
“I’m finally going away to like another big
city away from family, few friends, but mostly
200, other people that you have no idea who
they are,” she said. “It’s a bit daunting, but I’m
excited for it. It’s the next big step in my life.”
Rocha plans to specialize in cancer or
reconstructive surgery and public health
research.
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ROTC cadet attends West Point conference
By Jacqueline Vasquez
Staff Writer
Reading about some of history’s greatest
American generals such as Ulysses S.
Grant and George S. Patton is one thing,
but getting the chance to walk through the
same halls as they once did is quite another.
Senior criminal justice major Fernando
Reyna got to do just that when he was
chosen to attend the U.S. Military Academy
Battle Command Conference at West Point,
N.Y., from April 12 to 14 with all expenses
paid by the ROTC program at UTB/TSC.
Capt. Roberto Guenaga, director of the
ROTC program at UTB/TSC and a West
Point alumnus, recommended Reyna for
the coveted and limited spot to West Point’s
conference.
“Just looking at his abilities and his
leadership abilities--I just thought he’d be
a good candidate for this, so I put his name
up,” Guenaga said.
It was not a guarantee that Reyna would
be chosen to go.
“I waited, basically, for about three
weeks to see what the final standing [was].
… [I thought] forget it, I wasn’t chosen,”
Reyna said.
Only 96 ROTC senior cadets nationwide
are chosen to attend.
“It’s a competitive slot throughout ROTC
departments across the whole nation and
various universities, so he was chosen as
one of the 96, which says a lot about him,”
Guenaga said.
Reyna is a cadet ranked as commander
in the ROTC program and he is also
the president of the American Criminal
Justice Association. As commander, he is
the highest-ranked cadet in UTB/TSC’s
ROTC program. He has been involved in
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Senior ROTC Cadet Fernando Reyna was among 96 cadets across the nation who attended a conference at
the U.S. Military Academy Battle Command Conference at West Point, N.Y., last month.

the criminal justice club for three years; the
organization engages heavily in community
service.
Reyna believes his background and
recommendations made by his superiors
led West Point to notice him.
At West Point each ROTC cadet was
provided lodgings in the cadet barracks and
meals were taken in the mess hall. Senior
Army leaders with combat experience
discussed truths about battle command and
military ethics.
“It was mainly to get their perspective,”
Reyna said. “We sat down with them and
we just spoke. They gave us a lot of advice
as far as leadership [and] what to expect.”
Scenarios were given and each was asked

Seek and destroy
Junior exercise
science major
and ROTC
Cadet Staff Sgt.
Elias Guerra
and sophomore
kinesiology
major and Cadet
Cpl. John Torres,
along with other
squad members,
take cover as
they approach
their targets near
the Gazebos.
The mock
exercise took
place April 21.
Manuel Reyna/Collegian

what they would do on missions they may
be given in the future.
One of the military leaders, a command
sergeant major from the 82nd Airborne
Division, later told Reyna that he had
noticed him as he came in with the rest
of the ROTC cadets because he exuded
confidence.
“He said, ‘You walked in like you owned
this place,’” Reyna said. “‘That’s critical
for us leaders. You have to project that
confidence because you might find yourself
leading those men and women into battle.’”
What impressed him about West Point
are the formalities and respect given to each
other. The first morning Reyna walked into
the hall filled with West Point cadets, he

was surprised how they all moved out of his
way and everyone was called to attention
when they recognized his rank.
“I turned around, like, ‘Is there somebody
like an officer behind me?’” Reyna said,
smiling. “I’m like, oh no, this is for me.”
Reyna served two years in the Army and
is currently in the Army Reserve. After
graduating from UTB/TSC in May, he will
be taking his final evaluation as an officer
in the Army--a 30-day process--and if
everything goes well, he will be given the
rank of second lieutenant.
He said the combination of ROTC and
criminal justice gives him an edge because
policing is paramilitary.
“It just correlates completely,” Reyna
said. “My plans are to go into a federal
agency. The type of training that the Army
will provide for me through the ROTC, I
cannot get anywhere else.”
The ROTC program at UTB/TSC is
supported by the University of Texas-Pan
American Department of Military Science.
Guenaga came on board last year and said
that UTB/TSC has had the ROTC program
on and off since the early 2000s, but hopes
the program will remain.
Provost Alan Artibise awarded the
ROTC program more space on campus and
plans are to keep expanding with time. The
program gives out scholarships, but now the
university will be aiding with finances in
order for the ROTC scholar/athlete leaders
to be able to have a chance to compete.
“We’re growing immensely, I would
say,” Guenaga said. “We grew about close
to 50 percent from fall to spring and we
foresee that same amount next semester, at
least matching that percentage.”

Clinical Lab Seminar brings
pros, students together
By David Boon
Staff Writer
Professionals and students normally
have little interaction, but a conference
on campus put them face to face.
During the “Clinical Laboratory
Seminar,” held April 17 in the Education
and Business Complex’s Salon Cassia,
people of all levels of experience were
given the chance to learn more about
their field.
“The purpose of this seminar is to
offer free continuing education to the
laboratory professionals and at the

same time to encourage our students to
pursue continuing education while they
are in the field,” said Consuelo Villalon,
director of UTB/TSC’s Medical
Laboratory Technology Program, which
sponsored the event.
In order to maintain certification,
Villalon said, laboratory professionals
must obtain a certain number of
continuing education credits. The
conference offered a total of seven
credits; depending on recertification
sought, 10 to 12 are needed.
The presentations brought speakers
from as far away as Houston and
• See ‘Lab,’ Page 22

Faculty, Students, Staff!
$300
PER
MONTH*

Call 956-546-0381
www.uisroom.com

55 Sam Perl Blvd.

$49
PER DAY

(Off 12th St.)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

$500 per month double occupancy
Flexible month-to-month agreement
All utilities paid (cable, water, electricity)
Near the UTB main campus, 8 min. walk
Security Surveillance
Furnished, large rooms, full-size beds
Micro-fridge, microwave, pool
Restaurants Nearby
Internet Available
Laundry Area

TAKE 12TH STREET EXIT GOING WEST FROM EXPRESSWAY.
*For the first 2 months only, then $400 afterwards.
GO ONE MILE. MOTEL IS ON RIGHT SIDE.
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Difficult dialogue challenges audience’s beliefs
By Cleiri Quezada
Staff Writer
Some women acted with regret, pain and
sorrow. Others were relieved of freeing
themselves of a child.
The women are characters in Jane
Cawthorne’s “The Abortion Monologues,”
which was presented Tuesday in the Student
Union’s Gran Salon. The characters were
portrayed by students in Associate Professor
John Cook’s gender and communication
class.
Cook said “The Abortion Monologues”
challenges the beliefs of those who are antiabortion and those in favor of abortion rights.
The presentation was underwritten by
a Difficult Dialogues grant from the Ford
Foundation.
Cook, a Communication Department
faculty member, said the Ford Foundation
is concerned that America is becoming too
polarized on difficult issues such as abortion.
“Whether you are pro-life or pro-choice,
we are interested in your reactions to what
happens here,” he said.
In the monologues, 12 students showcased
18 different ways a woman feels about
abortion.
The character played by sophomore
communication major Virginia Sandoval
spoke about how she wanted an abortion
because she didn’t want to feel attached to a

Michael Peña/Collegian

Junior communication major Natasha Pedraza performs in the “Abortion Monologues” Tuesday in the Student
Union’s Gran Salon.

baby or her illiterate boyfriend.
“I didn’t want to be pregnant, I would have
been trapped with [a baby] and trapped with
him: a hot, bad speller,” Sandoval’s character
says.
Senior history major Vallerie Hernandez’s
character expressed how her children broke
her marriage.
“I was crazy about Dave when we got
married,” she said. “I tried to remember what
we were like back then, before the kids. We
used to have fun together. … After the kids,
we didn’t do that anymore.”
Sophomore
communication
major
Susanna Zendejas played the role of a poor
mother.
“The kids need milk, something to take
for lunch that looks like what everyone else
eats,” Zendejas said. “I remember what it was
like all the time, saying, ‘I forgot my lunch,
I ate it on the way to school,’ having some
teacher take pity on me and find something in
the staff room. Not my kids. So I ask you: If
you had to choose between peanut butter and
condoms, what would you choose?”
“For three years, we’ve put out various
kinds of conversations, including this play,
about topics that are difficult for people to
deal with because of how strong they feel
whether they’re pro or con,” Cook told The
Collegian.
A question-and-answer session followed
the monologues.

New chess coach on board
By Cleiri Quezada
Staff Writer
A former stock trader is now coaching the
university’s chess team.
Ronen Har-Zvi, a grandmaster who won the World
Youth Chess championship in 1992 at age 15, joined
the university on March 23. He replaced Gilberto
Hernandez as head coach of the UTB/TSC Chess
Team.
Har-Zvi, 33, is a regular expert commentator and
host on the Internet Chess Club and a columnist for
Chess magazine.
The Internet Chess Club is a commercial Internet
chess server devoted to the play and discussion
of chess. It was the first Internet chess server and
first pay-to-play chess server. About 30,000 people
subscribe to the server. Chess magazine is published
monthly in the United Kingdom.
Aside from chess, Har-Zvi worked in investments
as a stock trader.
Chess Program Director Rusty Harwood believes
what set Har-Zvi apart from the other two applicants
was his commitment to improving scholastic chess
in the community.
“From what I have seen, Ronen is very skilled at
analysis and teaching,” Harwood said. “He seems
very committed to helping our students improve
their chess level.”
He hopes Har-Zvi will help the chess students
reach their full potential.
Grandmaster and chess team member Axel
Bachmann believes Har-Zvi’s techniques are a
little more challenging than former chess coach
Hernandez’s.
“It’s quite different because you have to compare
the Latin American style of coaching and the Israel,”
Bachmann said. “Gilberto’s techniques were really
good, he worked with top players around the world,
and Ronen was world champion, so he has definitely
been impacting [the team] in a good way.”
The new coach guided the team as it competed in
the President’s Cup: Final 4 of College Chess, which

Ronen Har-Zvi

UTB/TSC hosted in April.
“He’s a hard worker, he’s really friendly and that’s
very important because some team members are
quite shy,” Bachmann said. “He’s not from Latin
America [and] it’s quite different because everyone
here speaks Spanish and he doesn’t. … He’s been
really open-minded and has been trying to learn
some Spanish.”
Although the chess team finished second in the
President’s Cup, Har-Zvi believes UTB/TSC played
the best.
“The team acted like one unit and acted superbly,”
he said. “It’s quite clear to everyone that [UTB/TSC]
played the best chess in the Final 4, no doubt about
it.”
Har-Zvi sees the team earning the cup.
“Clearly, I believe the team will play the same
level of chess, winning the Final 4 is not a lot to
imagine,” he said.
As coach, Har-Zvi will earn $60,000 a year, said
Vince Solis, associate vice president for Student
Affairs.

Watch: “The Collegian News” Webcast
@
www.utbcollegian.com
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“In bureaucracy, they try to
apply science, but it’s not science
as we understand in the laboratory,
it’s the science of bureaucracy,”
Garrett said. “[The Department
of Homeland Security] follow
technique without regard for the
human being.”
Jude Benavides, an assistant
professor in the Chemistry
and
Environmental
Sciences
Department, spoke about the wall’s
structure.
“Most people away from …
South Texas have a vision when
you say ‘wall’ and the government
was very quick to correct it and
say ‘fence, not wall,’” Benavides
said. “This is most indeed a wall.
It’s not a very secure wall, and it’s
not a very good wall for a variety of
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reasons. One, it’s got a lot of holes
in it.”
He said these ‘holes’ are the gaps
between sections of the border wall,
and noted the demographics of
where it has been placed.
“Those with median household
incomes, those are the [families
with the] fence in their block,”
he said. “Those [families earn]
$23,000, those with the gap [earn]
$26,500.”
He also explained the difference
in education levels.
“We also saw wide ranges in
percent of the population with high
school diplomas, with [a] lower
high school diploma achievement
rate for folks with the fence than a
gap,” Benavides said.
He said the government had
studies done and found a similar
pattern regarding the rate of
Hispanic homes along the border
wall.

“What they found was that
locations with the fence were about
92 percent Hispanic … without
the fence were only 83 percent
Hispanic,” Benavides said.
Eloisa Tamez, whose family has
owned land in the rural community
of El Calaboz for generations,
presented a slide show of her family
and her property, which Homeland
Security has divided with the
installation of the border fence. El
Calaboz is located along the Rio
Grande north of Brownsville.
Tamez, an associate professor in
the Master of Science in Nursing
program, sued the federal agency.
The case is pending.
“My goal today is to help you to
understand why I speak out against
this atrocity,” she said.
Tamez said there are 32 counties
along the Texas-Mexico border,
which are among the poorest in the
United States.

“It’s not a very big place, maybe
about 300 families, but it’s a very
proud place to be from,” Tamez
said, referring to El Calaboz.
She recalled her family enjoying
an Easter egg hunt on the levee,
which crosses her land.
“All of us enjoying the area
because it was so beautiful and
because it was the life we knew,”
Tamez said as she showed photos to
the audience.
Winners of the Seeds of Hope
art contest were announced at the
event.
Junior art major Delfino Martinez
was the winner of the contest with
his oil painting titled “Que Paso,”
according to a news release from
the UTB/TSC Office of News and
Information.
Martinez’s painting shows a
fence dividing a group of farm
animals and a home.

more information, call the Office of
Alumni Relations at 882-4337.
Pre-Law Academy
The
UTB/TSC
Pre-Law
Committee is accepting applications
for the 2010 Filemon B.Vela PreLaw Academy for the Summer
I 2010 session. Applications must
be turned in to the Vice President
for Academic Affairs Office
by Friday. The application and
information about the academy
can be found at http://www.utb.
edu/vpaa/prelaw/Documents/
Prelaw%20Academy%20
2010%20Application.pdf.
For
more information, contact Karen
Betancourt, instructor for the
course, at 882-7526 or e-mail her at
karen.betancourt@utb.edu.
Extended library hours
The University Boulevard
Library will extend its hours of
operation through May 10 as follows:
7:30 a.m. to midnight Monday
through Thursday; 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Friday; 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday and
1 to 10 p.m. Sunday. The Arnulfo L.
Oliveira Memorial Library hours
of operation will remain the same:

7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Thursday; 7:30 a.m. to 5
p.m. Friday. The library will be
closed Saturday and Sunday. For
more information, contact Annabel
Treviño at 882-8221 or e-mail her at
annabel.trevino@utb.edu.
Parks and Wildlife jobs
The Texas Parks and Wildlife
Department is seeking qualified
applicants for the 56th Game
Warden Cadet Class. Applications
will be accepted through May 31.
Applicants must be 21 years old
on or before entering the academy
and have a bachelor’s degree from
an accredited college or university.
Applicants must turn in a State of
Texas Application for Employment,
an Applicant EEO Data Form, a
copy of their college transcript,
an Authorization and Consent for
Disclosure of Criminal History and
an Information Veteran’s Preference
Survey if applicable. For additional
information, contact Texas Game
Warden Recruiter Royce Wells via
e-mail at Royce.wells@tpwd.state.
tx.us or toll-free by phone at (877)
229-2733.

Microsoft workshops
Free workshops on Microsoft
2007 are available to students,
faculty and staff. Training is
conducted from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Thursday and from
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Friday in room 112
(Mini Mead Lab) of the Arnulfo L.
Oliveira Memorial Library. For
more information, call Damaris
Gutierrez or Claudia Rodriguez at
882-7442.
Poster presentation
Exercise
science
majors
in Assistant Professor Murat
Karabulut’s exercise testing and
prescription course will present a
scientific poster presentation from
12:30 to 1:30 p.m. Tuesday on the
second floor of the Recreation,
Education and Kinesiology Center.
The presentation centers on the
effects of body composition on
physical fitness variables. The
event is sponsored by the Health
and
Human
Performance
Department.

Briefs

Schizophrenia Symposium
Dr. Michael Fuller, a psychiatrist
at the University of Texas Medical
Branch in Galveston, will be
the keynote speaker during the
“Management of Schizophrenia
Symposium,” scheduled from 6:30
to 8 p.m. Tuesday in the SET-B
Lecture Hall. Registration is free. To
register, call 1-800-879-1033.
Recognition Ceremony
The Community Engagement
Recognition Ceremony will take
place from 2 to 3 p.m. Tuesday in
the Student Union’s Gran Salon. For
more information, call 882-4300.
Scholarship fundraiser
The
UTB/TSC
Alumni
Association, Campus Activities
Board,
Catholic
Campus
Ministries, Circle K International
and the Communication Council
are selling tickets for $5 each to raise
money for student scholarships.
Prizes in the drawing include gift
certificates to local stores and
restaurants
and
technological
gadgets. Tickets can be bought at the
Regiment House or from a student in
the participating organizations. For

--Compiled by Cleiri Quezada

Scholarships
The Abbott and Fenner
Scholarship will award $1,000 to
high school juniors and seniors as
well as students registered in an
accredited postsecondary institution.
Applicants must be between the
ages of 16 and 30 and must submit
a 500- to 1,000-word essay on the

Editorial Assistant
Frank Espinosa
Secretary II
Ana Sanchez

The Collegian

questions: “What do you see as the
long-term impact of our current
recession on the average family?
How might it affect their future
decisions?” The deadline to apply
is June 19. For more information,
visit http://www.abbottandfenner.
com/scholarships.htm.

The Hispanic Association of
Colleges and Universities (HACU)
is awarding more than $250,000 to
eligible students attending HACUmember institutions in the U.S. or
Puerto Rico during the 2010-2011
academic year. UTB/TSC is a
member of HACU. Applicants must

be eligible for federal financial aid.
Scholarships will be awarded in the
fall. The deadline to apply is May
28. For more information, visit www.
hacu.net/scholarships. Inquiries can
be submitted to scholarship@hacu.
net.
--Compiled by Cleiri Quezada

Police Repor ts
Following are among the incidents
reported by Campus Police between
April 13 and 16.
At 9:10 a.m. April 13, a Physical
Plant employee found fireworks by
The Village at Fort Brown swimming
pool. They were destroyed for safety
purposes. The value of the fireworks
was estimated at $5.
At 9:55 a.m. the same day, a
student lost her I-20 document from
her passport.
At 1:15 p.m. the same day, a
Campus Police guard found a syringe
at the International Technology,
Education and Commerce Center.
The Environmental Health and
Safety Department disposed of the
syringe.
At 3:36 p.m. the same day,
a Campus Police officer was
dispatched to the New Library

regarding a disruptive student.
At 6:55 p.m. the same day, a staff
member found a knife at the Student
Union.
At 9:15 a.m. the same day, two
students were found arguing at the
Education and Business Complex.
At 10 a.m. the same day, the
driver of a Jeep Liberty backed out
and accidentally struck a Chevrolet
Silverado in Lot U. The damage was
estimated at $500.
At 10:45 a.m. the same day, a
faculty member reported falling
while riding his bicycle along the
sidewalk between the University
Boulevard Classroom Building and
University Boulevard because of
a university vehicle traveling on
the sidewalk at a high velocity. The
vehicle was traveling in the opposite
direction. The faculty member

bruised his left ankle.
At 4:15 p.m. the same day, a man
was arrested on charges of possession
of marijuana and drug paraphernalia.
The man was found in his vehicle
in the International Technology,
Education and Commerce Center
parking lot.
At 4:17 p.m. the same day, a
Chevrolet Lumina and a Volkswagen
Jetta collided in Lot T. The driver of
the Lumina was cited for failure to
yield the right of way. No injuries
were reported.
At 8:40 p.m. April 15, a Campus
Police officer was dispatched to the
Science and EngineeringTechnology
Building due to a possible
disturbance in room 1.536.
At 5:15 p.m. April 16, a Chevrolet
Cobalt was burglarized while it
was parked at the International

Technology,
Education
and
Commerce Center.
At 10 p.m. the same day, a resident
assistant at The Village at Fort Brown
heard noises coming from the roof of
his room and noticed two individuals
jumping off the steel ladder on the
side of Building 1.
--Compiled by Cynthia Hernandez

HELP WANTED
Spanish Speaking? Marketers needed.
PT/FT. Management possible.Training
provided. Letter, résumé:
BusinessAmerica@gmx.com

HELP WANTED
Need a job? Sell Avon and Mark.
You can start your own business for only
$10. Contact us and we can help you every
step of the way.
Janie 639-5073--Brenda 640-4483.

Arts & Entertainment
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Review

A flower showers intriguing complexity
By Rene Cardona Jr.
Staff Writer

A blooming flower can bring images of
beauty or serenity to mind, yet “Iris in Bloom”
brings scenes drenched with quite the opposite.
Sharaf Rehman, writer and director, creates
fine tensions that are intimately paralleled in
the characters’ follies. On an analytical level,
the play is to be praised. Typical relationship
woes are clearly at the base of the production
and Iris’ inner turmoil, in turn, plays off the
issues central to the plot. Although the potential
to deeply intrigue is present, Yvette Martinez’s
portrayal of the character does not provide the
constant good delivery it requires.
The dialogue, lacking some flow and
conversational grace, could have been carried
over with a bit more eloquence if one wasn’t
so aware Martinez is indeed acting. In a
broader view, however, Martinez does convey
Iris’ complexities, which manage to engage
the audience in questioning the “human
shortcomings” to which the playbill alludes.
Before the audience is even introduced to Iris,
ringing phones reveal those around her who
will push her to attempt suicide, which occurs
almost immediately after the play begins. The

star’s uphill battle to gaining an understanding
of life and love continue after her failed attempt
to take her life.
Adding to the dimensions and drama of
the play are the prevalent motifs of phone
conversations and promiscuity, which seem
nearly critical to Iris’ life. Her suspicion that her
boyfriend, Greg Davis, played by David Boon,
is cheating leads her to having two affairs with
a professor and then later, a dying immigrant.
When Iris is caught red-handed with the
tuberculosis patient, Victor Gutierrez, a spat
ensues between him and Greg that crescendos
in awkward punches, throws to the floor, and
a funny, racial one-liner: “I’ll have your a-deported before you can say mañana.”
Oscar Gutierrez, who stars as Victor,
executes the role of a meek, ill man very well.
Also, Alma Contreras, who portrays Ruth
Maher, Iris’ mother, realistically conveys a
pretentious, uncaring mother with flips of hair
and a sophisticated air.
Despite having a complex depth, the play is
slightly confusing because it does not succinctly
display Iris’ growth, but this is probably
because Rehman’s original script was longer
and intended for film.
The ending scenes, though, more than make

up for earlier drawbacks due to their strong
emotion, tied with Iris’ “blooming.” As Iris
recalls the premise of Anton Chekov’s “The
Cherry Orchard” that was mentioned in the

’Scopes

By Francisco Garza
Webcast Editor
Taurus (April 20-May 20): Remember that life
is always easier when you have minions.
Gemini (May 21-June 21): This week, when
you’re doing a final, you should remind yourself:
“I could have gone to clown school.”
Cancer (June 22-July 22): I know you have
this summer trip all planned out, but just remember
to send me an electronic post card to posopapa@
msn.com. What? I like to keep connected. BTW, I
like the ones with monkeys on them.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 23): This summer, you
should work on a giant robot. It’s better than just
watching “Jersey Shore.”

Virgo (Aug. 24-Sept. 22): Life is like a solo
project from a former member of a band that only
had a few hits, but the ones that were popular
reached the top spots on all the fancy countdowns
in music stations and--wait, what was I talking
about?
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23): You’re too clingy; I
mean, you’re here every week, just waiting to see
if I’m funny or something. Well I’m a person,
with feelings and stuff. (Can you guess I’m having
writer’s block this week?)
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Well, next semester
Conan O’Brien will be back on television. You
won’t need to get your doses of comedy from me.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): You should
really check if the library is going to stay open

Club

Spotlight

Elizabeth A. Perez/Collegian

Members of the Scorpion Ranger Club include (front row, from left) Adviser Capt. Robert Guenaga, Jose
Zamarripa, President Viviana Sauceda, Secretary Diana Reyes, Vice President Kathleen Martinez and
Fernando Reyna. Middle row: David Gómez, Daniel Izaguirre, Elias Guerra, Megan Mullis and Francisco
Polin. Back row: Joan Rivera, John Torres, Oscar Aldo Lira Martinez, Pedro Saldaña and Juan Aguilar.

Name: Scorpion Ranger
Club
Purpose: To support the
UTB/TSC ROTC Bravo
Troop in non-government
funding and generate
esprit de corps among
members.
Established: Fall 2009
President:
Viviana
Sauceda

Courtesy Photo

Freshman communication major Yvette Martinez and senior communication major Alejandra Gonzalez portray
Iris Maher and Christina Gonzalez in the play “Iris in Bloom,” presented Wednesday in the Arts Center. The play
was written and directed by Sharaf Rehman, chair of and associate professor in the Communication Department.

Vice President: Kathleen
Martinez
Secretary: Diana Reyes
Sponsor: Capt. Robert
Guenaga
Events: Paintball, Ranger
challenge
competition,
Military Ball and fall
and spring field training
exercise.
Meetings: Held at 7 a.m.

every Friday in SET- B
1.334.
Requirements: Must be a
UTB/TSC student.
For more information:
send an e-mail to diane.
miles@utb.edu or call
882-7621.
--Compiled by Elizabeth
A. Perez

during the summer. It’s not because of the summer
classes, but if they close it, where are you going to
watch episodes of “Golden Girls” on the Internet?
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Remember,
everything can be fixed with duct tape. Even broken
duct tape.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 19): You’re not a Hipster,
you just enjoy shopping in thrift shops and listening

second scene, Rehman’s knack for creating
resonating parallels shines through. The
resulting growing pains of a flower are hard to
miss or forget.

to unknown Indie. Yeah, keep telling yourself that.
Pisces (Feb. 20-March 20): If you ever need
money, you know where to look for it--in your couch
or under your bed.
Aries (March 21-April 19): Horoscopes for this
semester are done, but don’t be sad. Wait, you’re not
sad? Is that glee that I see on your face? I hate you.
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Chemistry majors seek to round out their experience
By David Boon
Staff Writer
This summer, four chemistry students
are heading out of town to participate in
other institutions’ research internships.
Seniors Rose Alvarez, Alan Gracia and
July Enriquez and junior Abraham Ruiz
have all found homes away from home for
the summer.
Ruiz is going to the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology to study with the
research group led by Professor Stephen
L. Buchwald. In December, Times Higher
Education named Buchwald the top U.S.
chemist of the 1999-2009 decade, as he
had more citations per paper than any other
researcher.
Of the 500 people who applied to the
minority-serving internship, only 27 were
accepted.
“I didn’t believe it,” Ruiz said of when
he first got the acceptance letter. “This
program in the beginning of March said,
‘Congratulations, you’re in it,’ and I’m
like, ‘What? Are you serious?’ I guess back
then it didn’t hit me, and now—it’s hitting
me.”
Ruiz will be working on the optimization
of synthesizing carbon bonds.
“It’s more kind of like the basic
foundation of organic chemistry,” he
said. “They’re trying to make carboncarbon bonds, carbon-noncarbon bonds,
and they’re trying to make new ways for
creating them.”
The big decision after his bachelor’s
degree, Ruiz said, will be choosing between
going the research track or heading to
pharmacy school.

Manuel Reyna/Collegian

Chemistry majors (from left) Rose Alvarez, July Enriquez, Abraham Ruiz and Alan Gracia have been accepted
into summer research programs at other universities.

Enriquez is headed to Texas A&M
University in College Station to work with
Professor Joe Zhou. The title of the project
is “Preparation of porous metal frameworks
for vehicular hydrogen storage and carbon
sequestration.”
The project calls for balancing high
levels of carbon in the environment.
“Sometimes in the environment, the
high levels of carbon [are] bad,” she said.
“But sometimes it’s good. For example, in
marine chemistry, British coral calls for
concentrations of carbon. This time, I have

to keep it.”
The internship will integrate several
types of chemistry. When speaking of the
upcoming internship, Enriquez said she is
nervous, but excited.
“I’m nervous because I’m really [into]
analytical chemistry and that’s it,” Enriquez
said. “[The project is] very complex,
so I have to know organic chemistry,
biochemistry.”
She graduates in the fall and plans to
specialize in environmental chemistry in
her graduate studies.

Alvarez and Gracia will both participate
in the Provost’s Summer Program, which
allows them to head to the University of
Texas-San Antonio.
“I think it will be really neat, because
we’re going to be left on our own,” Alvarez
said. “I think it’ll feel a little like when we
go to grad school and we put on our own
projects by ourselves, so I think it will also
prepare me for grad school and what field
I want to take.”
Their work will focus on bioinorganic
chemistry under Professor Donald Kurtz,
whom Alvarez describes as “a really well
known bioinorganic professor.”
“In general, what we’re going to be
doing is working with water splitting and
nanotechnology, but in a bio essence,”
she said. “We’re going to be focusing on
a certain protein that exists in heme. We’re
going to be trying to split water molecules
in that protein or using that protein.”
A “heme” is a type of protein based on
iron, Alvarez said. An example can be
found in the human body’s hemoglobin.
Both students call the acceptance into the
program a relief, as it seems like a good fit.
“I thought it was just a great experience
just to be working with such a great
professor,” Gracia said.
Alvarez plans to work on inorganic
chemistry for her graduate studies. Gracia,
like Ruiz, remains interested in either
a pharmacological route or a graduate
degree in organic chemistry, and said that
this internship will be the “final deciding
factor.”
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Health Care
Continued from Page 1

add them to their insurance and they
happen to be part of this handful of
companies that are already offering
it, then they can do so at a very
reasonable rate.”
Borjon said rates will vary
depending on multiple factors, such
as the amount of coverage offered by
the parents’ plan and types of services
included, like dental and vision, but
cost should still be affordable.
Currently, 61,000 young adults in
Ortiz’s District 27, which runs from
Brownsville to Corpus Christi, will
be able to obtain coverage on their
parents’ insurance plan, according
to a document on the congressman’s
Web site.
About 7,500 UTB/TSC students
are in the cohort that this age 26
provision could affect. However,
it is likely 90 percent of students’
parents don’t have any private health
insurance, said Mari Fuentes-Martin,
associate vice president for Student
Affairs and dean of students.
“This is just speculation. … I
would imagine it doesn’t have a
tremendous impact on our student
body if their parents don’t have
private insurance for their families,”
Fuente-Martin said. “I would guess
that in this region we don’t have very
many privately insured individuals.”
Paola Flores, a sophomore
education major, said, “It would
be great if we would have health
insurance at the age we are right
now,” but her parents don’t have any

Commencement Address
Luis A. Ubiñas,
President of the Ford Foundation

health insurance, so this provision
does not affect her. Flores said she
is currently ill but will have to go
to Matamoros, Mexico, for medical
care.
Karla Hernandez, also a sophomore
education major, said the provision
would not affect her, either.
“We don’t get any health care or
anything like that,” Hernandez said.
“I wish I had because a lot of people
get it and can go to the doctor often
and [get checked].”
Help is on the way, though, but not
until 2014.
According to the health care
reform legislation, more insurance
companies will come into the state
and offer their services to Texans,
bringing down the cost of health
care, Borjon said.
“Imagine a shopping center of
health care insurance where you
can pick and choose which health
care provider you would like,”
he said. “A number of health care
insurance providers would be able
to participate in the exchange. Then,
from there, a person would select or
choose an insurance provider that is
most suitable to their needs.”
Parents who are interested in
extending coverage to their children
are encouraged to contact their
respective insurance providers to
find out more information.
Also, for more information on
health care reform or the age 26
provision, visit the Texas Health and
Human Services Commission Web
site at www.hhsc.state.tx.us/index.
shtml or ortiz.health.gov.

Census 2010 recruiting on campus

Luciana Morales/Collegian

Kenya Romero, a recruiting assistant for the U.S. Census talks to sophomore psychology major Michael Quiñones
during the College of Liberal Arts Career Activity in the Endowment Courtyard on April 21. Twelve recruiters, including
the U.S. Census Bureau, U.S. Border Patrol, Texas Parks and Wildlife, Tropical Texas Mental Health/Mental Retardation,
Friendship of Women and representatives from the University of Texas-Pan American’s graduate studies program,
took part in the event that was held in collaboration with the with the Career Services Department, according to David
Gonzalez, a UTB/TSC academic adviser.
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Lease sale nets
$40M-plus for PUF
University of Texas System

MIDLAND--The Board for Lease of
University Lands has awarded 164 oil
and gas leases covering 60,791.334 acres,
receiving total bonuses of $40,421,855 in
its 117th oil and gas lease sale on April 21.
The funds are deposited into the
Permanent University Fund and invested
for the benefit of the University of Texas
System and the Texas A&M University
System.
The average bid per acre on the leases
awarded in this sale was $664.93. The
high bid of $1,936,000 was offered by
Windsor Permian LLC on a 640-acre
tract in Andrews County. The highest
per-acre bids were $3,025 per acre on 14
different tracts varying from 160 acres
to 640 acres in Andrews County, also
awarded to Winsor Permian LLC. About
60,791 acres were leased, bringing the
total amount of university lands under
lease to 1,012,225 acres.
“The results of this sale clearly indicate
there is a continued sense of optimism
in the Permian Basin oil patch,” said
Commissioner Jerry Patterson, chairman
of the Board for Lease of University
Lands. “We greatly appreciate the
support industry has provided for higher
education in Texas over the years in their
pursuit of oil and gas on university lands.”
The top five bidders were Windsor
Permian LLC ($14,832,534), T. Verne
Dwyer ($8,485,831), San Luis Energy
LLC ($8,141,282), Samson Lone Star
LLC ($1,769,224) and EOG Resources

Inc. ($1,336,842).
A University Lands official indicated
that slightly more than 1 million acres of
University Lands are currently unleased;
however, this is expected to change as
rising oil and gas prices have historically
led to increased leasing activity.
The Board for Lease is composed
of the commissioner of the General
Land Office and regents from the UT
and A&M University systems. Oil
and gas bonuses and royalties earned
from University Lands are deposited
in the Permanent University Fund, a
constitutionally created endowment that
benefits institutions in the two university
systems.
The board is responsible for overseeing
the oil and gas activities on 2.1 million
acres of Permanent University Fund lands
spread across 19 West Texas counties.
This land was dedicated to the UT System
by the state of Texas in the latter part of
the 19th century. Over the years, these
activities have directly generated more
than $3.65 billion held as an endowment
trust for the University of Texas System
and Texas A&M University System.
Information about these sales may be
obtained from the office of University
Lands, P.O. Box 553, Midland, Texas
79702-0553, telephone (432) 684-4404
and fax (432) 682-7456. Additional
information about University Lands,
including oil and gas production and well
data, is available online.
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Remembering crime victims

Francisco Espinosa/Collegian

Aide Hernandez (at microphone) speaks at the fifth annual Cameron County District Attorney’s Crime Victims’ Resource
Expo, held April 23 at the H-E-B Food Store at FM 802 and Paredes Line Road. Hernandez’s sister, Cynthia Carreon, a
U.S. Customs agent, was killed in March 2006 when the vehicle she was in was struck by a drunken driver. Also killed in
the crash was Carreon’s husband, Jorge, also a U.S. Customs agent, and Mario Gonzalez, a U.S. Border Patrol agent,
according to Jason Moody, public information spokesman for the Cameron County District Attorney’s Office. Jorge Ivan
Arellano received a sentence of four life terms in the case. Shown with Hernandez is Ana Verley, a victims’ assistance
coordinator with Mothers Against Drunk Driving.

THE OFFICE OF GRADUATE STUDIES
ANNOUNCES

NEW MASTER’S
DEGREE PROGRAMS
M.A. in Psychology
and
M.S. in Computer Science

For the admission
requirements of these
new programs, contact the
following graduate program
coordinators:

M.A. in Psychology

Jared A. Montoya, Ph.D.
MRCHS 267
(956) 882-8218
jared.montoya@utb.edu

M.S. in Computer Science
Mahmoud Quweider, Ph.D.
SETB 1.550A
(956) 882-6630
mahmoud.quweider@utb.edu

APPLY NOW FOR FALL 2010.
Office of Graduate Studies
University Boulevard Classroom Building, 1.202
80 Fort Brown, Brownsville, TX. 78520
Phone (956) 882-6552 • Fax (956) 882-7279
graduates.school@utb.edu • www.utb.edu/graduatestudies

The University of Texas at Brownsville and Texas Southmost College
New Grad Programs
quarter page, b/w (5”x8”)
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“Writing Women Back into History”

The Collegian

Editor’s Note: Roy Dixon, a senior physics and computer science major at UTB/TSC, won the junior/senior category in the Women’s History Month essay
contest. Here is his essay:
By Roy Dixon
The National Women’s History Project
states:
To ignore the vital role that women’s dreams
and accomplishments play in our own lives
would be a great mistake. We draw strength
and inspiration from those who came before
us--and those remarkable women working
among us today. They are part of our story,
and a truly balanced and inclusive history
recognizes how important women have
always been in American society.
This writer invokes an illustrious star
that once glowed brilliantly long before the
birthing of this great nation, the United States
of America, and as a consequence her legacy
transcends American societal norms. That
star is none other than Sor Juana De La Inez,
the 17th century Mexican nun, appropriately
deemed the “10th Muse” of the world due
to her unique gifting and intellectualism.
The following posits the nun as a heroine
in the making when she chose to break the
silence that was expected of women during
an especially dangerous period, that being the
Spanish Inquisition.
The reader also learns how Sor Juana
came upon something she could not fight,
the very institution she was a part of, the
Roman Catholic church, whose Inquisition
was already in its fourth century. Though her
time was more than two centuries before the
doctrine of feminism came into fruition, she
is often referred to as the first feminist of the
Americas because of her defense of women’s
right to lean in response to the strict patriarchal
doctrines of the Church. Sor Juana cratered
a chasm in the world by being a female
intellectual at a time when most women led
a life of servitude and silence. She dared to

write amorous poetry and defended her right
to knowledge, heralding not only the Age of
Enlightenment but the modern era as well. Her
unwavering belief that science and knowledge
will strengthen faith in God, not weaken
it, still inspires. Three hundred years after
her death, she is still a compelling presence.
(Loya, Gloria 491-2)
In 1648, Sor Juana was born Juana Ramirez
de Asbaje in Mexico. She was born to an
illiterate mother who ran her own hacienda.
Her father was usually absent from home. It
was her grandfather who inspired her to seek
knowledge. Juana learned, but not without
some self-imposed afflictions; for example,
she would at times cut her hair if she perceived
she was not learning fast enough. She pleaded
with her mother to dress her up in boys’
clothing and let her go to the University of
Mexico, but she was refused on account of her
age. She desperately wanted to do advanced
studies, but her mother also refused. These
obstacles, in and of themselves, only propelled
her to learn more on her own; thus, it was not
surprising when she taught herself Lain in 20
lessons. (Trueblood, “Intro at 232-33,” A Sor
Juana Anthology)
Here, this writer elicits wafts of Sor
Juana’s unusual intelligence. It is estimated
that Sor Juana’s library, one of the finest in
the Americas, held between 2,000 and 3,000
titles. Once she was invited to the court of the
Marquis of Mancera. There, she was “tested”
by 40 philosophers, theologians and scholars.
The 40 men were astonished at Sor Juana’s
great intelligence. She had proven herself at
that juncture even though her greatest work
would take another two decades. People
finally recognized a female intellectual, in
a world where women were not valued for
their intellect. She was soon invited to stay at
the court, and while there, she was asked to

write poetry for social and political events.
Juana wrote, concentrating her knowledge on
mathematics, logic, music and some theology.
This dazzling display of talent, attracted
both welcomed and unwelcomed attention;
however, being a friend of the Marquis, she had
“royal protection,” and was able to continue
without fear for her safety. The vivacious and
witty teenaged Juana quickly became a ladyin-waiting, as well as a court favorite. At 19,
her insatiable appetite for greater knowledge
caused her to abandon her stay at the court and
enter the convent of the Carmelitas Descalzas,
a very strict order. A year and a half later, she
took her vows at the convent of San Jerónimo,
an order known for its leniency and more
hospitable living quarters. (Morkovsky, Mary)
Sor Juana strictly avoided theology until
1690, when she was asked to criticize a
sermon by an anonymous person. The sermon
attacked the Jewish people and the priest
boasted that his blood was better than those
of the Jews. Sor Juana is now caught in an
exchange with church hierarchy. Her “literacy
letters” come in several installments. First, in
January of 1690 she wrote a critique of the
above sermon that had been delivered some
40 years earlier. This critique is known as the
Carta Atenagórica or Letter Worthy of Athena.
In November of the same year, the critique is
published without Sor Juana’s knowledge,
and prefaced by a letter from a “Sor Filotea,”
a pseudonym used by the bishop of Puebla,
Manuel Fernández de Santa Cruz y Sahagún.
Sor Filotea praises Sor Juana’s letter but “asks”
her to discontinue her secular studies and her
writing, and to behave more appropriately
as a nun--in essence, he tells her to silence
herself. A few months later, in March 1691,
Sor Juana writes her response to the bishop,
now known as La Respuesta, one of her bestknown works and most explicit and polemical

text. With strong conviction, she presented
her thoughts about the university, the natural
state of men and hinted at some form of
equality for women where education was an
issue. It was this response which proved to
be the beginning of the end of her career as
an intellectual. Two years later, in 1693, she
becomes subject to an ecclesiastical tribunal
that examines her work for the presence of
heresy (Ludmer 86-87). The tribunal was
conducted in private, and little is known about
the details of the proceedings. What resulted
was a public confession by Sor Juana in 1694,
which included official documents signed in
blood, repentance for her former sins, renewal
of her vows and a self-declaration, “I, Sor
Juana, worst of all.” An unfortunate fate, for
the Archbishop was too powerful. Sor Juana’s
books, musical instruments and scientific
equipment were confiscated along with many
of her other possessions. One year later, when
a plague came to Mexico, she caught it while
she was attending to her fellow nuns. She died
at a rather young age of 46, in 1695. (Ludmer
88-92)
Significantly, during Sor Juana’s lifetime
the Spanish Inquisition was already in its
fourth century; after her untimely departure, it
would continue for two more centuries. The
scope and variety of Sor Juana’s writing was
unparalleled in the colonial Americas. Sor
Juana displayed double consciousness, which
social scientists associate with the baroque
mentality. She and her contemporaries were
fascinated by the new theories of vision,
optical technologies and by ongoing scientific
inquiry into the means by which thinking in
pictures held sway over the human mind.
(Sontag) Despite these contributions, the role
of women in history has been consistently
overlooked and undervalued in the literature,
teaching and study of world history.

Editor’s Note: UTB/TSC student Ana Lilia Salcedo won the freshman/sophomore category in the Women’s History Month essay contest for her piece titled
“Sarah Buel: Domestic Violence Activist Attorney.”
violence victim. If you have a gun in your
awards; in 1996, she was profiled by NBC as
to go. That is why Sarah has started lots of
By Ana Lilia Salcedo
Sarah Buel is a survivor of domestic
violence; that didn’t slow her down because,
instead of feeling down and depressed, she
has been working for 32 years with the
victims of domestic violence, more than
any other normal person would. Who would
care, and understand more than a person who
lived through something like that? Still, most
survivors would try and go on with their lives
the best way they could, not thinking of what
to do for others. Not that [anything] is wrong
with that, but that’s what makes Sarah Buel so
special and worth writing about.
After three years of putting up with abuse
from her husband, Sarah finally decided to
leave him. She was a single mother living on
welfare, working during the day and going to
school at night. In 1990, she graduated from
Harvard, third in her class, and hasn’t stopped
working ever since. She knows how hard it is
for a single woman with no job and no money
to make it in this world. She believes that a
lot of battered women stay in their abusive
relationships because of money and no place

programs, like the Harvard Battered Women’s
Advocacy Project, the Harvard Women in
Prison Project and Harvard Children and
Family Rights Project, and many more, all
to help the victims of abuse. Sarah, being a
victim herself, had been in this situation and
felt that when she asked the police for help,
they should have done more for her than just
telling her to be a patient wife.
If we put ourselves or our daughters or
nieces in her situation, I don’t think that being
patient was the best response. Have the best
resources and backup, the police should have
reacted stronger. Victims of this situation
beg police for help because they know that
without them, they don’t stand a chance. Some
police, like in the old days, will not restrain
without a court order because that is the law.
Today, most police understand the dangers
of domestic violence and how vulnerable
women and children are and choose to take
action. But because of those police, who still
ignore the victim’s plea for help, Sarah is still
trying to improve the courts’ response for
abuse victims. In doing so, she has received

the one of the five most inspiring women in
America, and in 2008, she was award the Rose
Fund Sterling Rose Award for Excellence,
plus many more.
She has also written many articles on
domestic violence issues, trying to get the
word out on this scary but common situation.
As Sarah mentions in one of her responses, “If
foreign terrorists were killing four Americans
per day, the F-16’s would have long since been
fired up and troops readied for battle. But when
the terrorist is a current or former partner, the
high court offers no assistance.” That is why
she feels that the victims of domestic violence
need more help and Sarah will stop at nothing
to give them everything needed.
When I looked up domestic violence on the
Internet, I found alarming statistics. Not only
are women and their children being hurt by
their protector, there is also a higher statistic
that shows that these victims die as a result of
this violence in their own home, more than they
would die because of violence from a stranger
on the street. The statistics grow even higher
when there is a gun in the home of a domestic

home, and there is an argument, chances are it
is not going to end well. A gun is supposed to
protect you from an intruder going into your
home, but instead more women are being
shot by their husbands or intimate partners.
Worse, if you don’t have a restraining order
from the courts, and the police choose to not
restrain, chances are you are on your own. Or,
you will have to be a patient wife and wait for
the courts to open. What chance does anyone
have against a gun? Really, none.
In conclusion, I believe that there are a lot of
women who are mothers, like Sarah, who were
normal people just trying to make the best of
their lives. But because of life circumstances,
they end up doing things they thought they
would never do. There is something special
about women and when they become mothers,
they feel like they need to be stronger persons
for their children and they will not stop at
anything until they and their children are in a
better place. If we could all think like Sarah,
as a mother, the world would be a better place
for everyone.

Flexible
poly-what?!
Robert Connelly, a professor of mathematics
at Cornell University, talks to UTB/TSC
students and faculty during the Seminar on
Rigid Polyhedra, held April 15 in Salon Cassia.
Connelly found the first example of a true
flexible polyhedron in 1978, according to the
site mathworld.wolfram.com.

Luciana Morales/Collegian
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Obedece campus comunicado sobre México

Por Ana Laura Martell
Editora de Español

México es zona prohibida en cuanto
a proyectos y viajes patrocinados por
UTB/TSC, según funcionarios de la
universidad.
Se tomó esta medida como
consecuencia
del
comunicado
[oﬁcial] que presentó el sistema de las
universidades de Texas (UT System) el
pasado 23 de abril, el cual menciona que
nueve instituciones académicas y seis
institutos médicos “revisarán de manera
inmediata y potencialmente suspenderán
los programas patrocinados por sus

[respectivas] universidades” en México
debido a la creciente violencia en el país.
Como consecuencia de la última
alerta que emitió el Departamento de
Estado de E.E.U.U., el sistema ordenó
a sus componentes retirar personal y
estudiantes de los estados de Chihuahua,
Coahuila, Nuevo León, Sonora,
Tamaulipas, Baja California y Durango,
según el comunicado.
UTB/TSC cuenta con propiedades en
la república mexicana, incluso el centro
de investigación Rancho del Cielo
Field Station en El Cielo, Tamaulipas.
Sin embargo, las instalaciones se
encontraban desocupadas en el momento

Se extiende subsidio Pell
a semestres de verano
Por Ana Laura Martell
Editora de Español
Los estudiantes de UTB/TSC que
reciben subsidios concedidos por el
gobierno federal, pudieran obtener uno
más aplicable a los semestres de verano.
Aquellos que actualmente no reciben la
ayuda ﬁnanciera tendrán mayor posibilidad
el próximo año escolar.
Los estudiantes con subsidios (Pell
Grant) y que sumaron 24 créditos entre el
primer y segundo semestre tienen derecho
a solicitar una segunda subvención (YearRound Pell Grant) una vez matriculados
en clases de verano, según Mari Chapa,
directora de Ayuda Financiera.
El subsidio fue autorizado en 2009 por la
ley Higher Education Reconciliation Act.
“El propósito… es ayudar a los
estudiantes a que aceleren su [fecha de]
graduación”, explicó Chapa.
También facilitará el ahorro a estudiantes
y padres de familia en las tasas y otros
gastos. Además, el estudiante ejercería en
el mercado laboral de manera anticipada,
según Chapa.
Se requiere buen rendimiento académico
(con arreglo a SAP, por sus siglas en
inglés) y se aplican otras restricciones.
No obsstante, Chapa alienta a todos a
que investiguen al respecto y contacten el

Estudiante
de hoy
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departamento de Ayuda Financiera.
“No se pierde nada con intentarlo”,
dijo la directora. “Hagan el esfuerzo por
solicitarlo y solicítenlo ahora”.
Se les ha concedido la segunda
subvención a cerca de 2.000 estudiantes,
válida para los semestres de verano. Los
interesados deberán acceder a la página
Web del departamento, pulsar en la pestaña
“Online Forms” y llenar el formulario en
línea “2010 Summer Financial Aid Award
Request”. El plazo límite es el 20 de junio.
Sin embargo, se implementarán nuevos
requisitos el próximo año escolar. Los
estudiantes deberán cursar con buen
promedio un total de 24 créditos entre el
primer y segundo semestre.
El Presidente Obama aprobó una
nueva ley (Health Care and Education
Reconciliation Act) el pasado 30 de marzo,
la cual autoriza la inversión de 40 mil
millones de dólares en el programa de
subvenciones ﬁnancieras Pell Grant, con
el ﬁn de aliviar las deﬁciencias del mismo
ocasionadas por la recesión. Asimismo,
se tendrá mayor ﬂexibilidad con aquellos
estudiantes que no cumplen con los actuales
requisitos, según el material informativo
proporcionado por Chapa.
Para mayores informes, llame al 8828277, departamento de Ayuda Financiera.
Nombre: Abraham Ruiz Jr.
Edad: 20
Ciudad Natal: Brownsville
Promedio: 3.70
Especialidad: Química
Clasiﬁcación: Estudiante de tercer año
Fecha de graduación: Mayo 2011
Reconocimientos:
Scorpion
Scholar;
recipiente de las becas Charles W. Neefe Sr.,
TSC Trustee Scholarship y SMART grant;
Lista del Decano: Primavera 2008, Primavera
2009, Otoño 2009; Lista de la Rectora:
Otoño 2007, Otoño 2008, 2010 AmgenUROP Scholar en [Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.]
Pasatiempos: “Me gusta charlar con mis
amigos, salir a comer, salir a bailar. Cuando
tenía tiempo me gustaba tocar el saxofón”.
Actividades extracurriculares: “Fui mentor
de LAMP y miembro de las organizaciones
Gorgas Science Society y Scorpion Pharmacy
Club. Además, he sido miembro de la banda
de jazz Two O’Clock, en la que tocaba el
saxofón. Actualmente soy vicepresidente de
Chemical Agents Club”.
¿Cuál sería tu trabajo ideal? “Quiero

del mandato del sistema, señaló el
Preboste Alan Artibise, en una entrevista
con El Collegian vía correo electrónico.
Mientras tanto, no participan personal
o estudiantes en ningún programa de
UTB/TSC en México, según Mari
Fuentes-Martin, vicerrectora adjunta
de Asuntos Estudiantiles y decana del
Cuerpo Estudiantil. Debido al alto índice
de violencia y a la acentuada inseguridad,
la universidad prohibe cualquier viaje o
proyecto en territorio mexicano.
“Por ahora, no se aprueban viajes a
México a nadie salvo que la rectora de
la universidad o el rector de UT System
lo aprueben”, señaló Fuentes-Martin.

“Ninguno de nosotros tenemos razón
alguna de viajar a México”.
Artibise mencionó que el jefe de
policía de UTB/TSC, John Cardoza,
se mantienen en constante contacto
con la policía municipal y funcionarios
fronterizos de ambos lados del río.
Asimismo, altos funcionaros de UTB/
TSC constantemente ponen a prueba los
sistemas de emergencia del campus y la
universidad ha llevado a cabo simulacros
para evaluar reacciones contra amenazas,
reveló el preboste cuando el periódico
preguntó si acaso UTB/TSC había
retirado a su personal de Rancho del
Cielo.

El perdedor más grande gana

FRANCISCO ESPINOSA/COLLEGIAN

Personal del centro de recreación y educación física (REK) de UTB/TSC dirigen a un grupo
a que hagan ejercicio físico durante el evento El Perdedor Más Grande (Biggest Loser) del
municipio de Brownsville, llevado a cabo en el parque Lincoln Park el pasado 10 de abril.

ayudar a la gente. … Ser farmacéutico sería
un buen trabajo para mí porque podría ayudar
a los enfermos”.
¿Cuáles son tus metas? “Trato de ser lo
mejor que puedo ser. Por [ahora], mi meta es
graduarme y ser una persona exitosa”.
¿Cómo te ves dentro de 10 años? “Me
habré graduado de la escuela de posgrado
y… muchas cosas pueden pasar, puedo
estar trabajando como farmacólogo o en
un laboratorio industrial, lo cual sería muy
padre”.
¿Cuál ha sido tu reto más grande?
“[Distribuir] mi tiempo entre la escuela, el
trabajo y la familia es un reto muy grande
para mí”.
¿Qué te gusta de la universidad? “Me gusta
la gente. Tengo muchos amigos, no sólo
estudiantes de química sino también de todas
las especialidades”.
Si pudieras cambiar algo de la universidad,
¿qué harías? “No sé porque hasta ahora no he
tenido ni un problema en la universidad. Por el
contrario, he tenido muchas oportunidades”.
¿Qué les aconsejarías a los estudiantes de
nuevo ingreso? “Tomar decisiones sabias.

No tienes que ser el chico más inteligente para
superar obstáculos, esa no es excusa. Hay que
tomar las mejores decisiones en lo académico
y en lo personal”.
¿Qué consejo les darías a los estudiantes
para estudiar antes de un examen?
“Estudien mucho--la verdad es que yo estudio
mucho. Y también, tomen un receso para
no cansarse. Hay que encontrar siempre el
balance”.
Anécdota: “En mis primeros semestres en la
universidad yo estaba indeciso, no sabía qué
quería estudiar. Me atraía la farmacología
pero también me apasionaba la música. … Yo
tomaba cursos de biología, química y también
de música; además, trabajaba en un programa
en el departamento de música. Todos
pensaban que yo era un estudiante de música
y se sorprendían cuando les contaba que en
realidad mi especialidad era biología. Recién
hace unos semestres cambié mi especialidad
a química y no me arrepiento: He sido uno de
los 27 estudiantes elegidos para estudiar en el
verano en el MIT”.
--Recopilado por Luciana Morales
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Scorpion women finish second at RRAC tournament
By Chris Scott
Sports Editor
T h e
UTB/TSC
Wo m e n ’s
Golf Team
missed
out on its
goal
of
reaching
nationals,
finishing
second at the Red River Athletic
Conference tournament, held in
Edmond, Okla., April 26 and last
Tuesday.
Northwood University was the
overall winner of the tournament
at the River Oaks Golf Course,
beating the Scorpions by an
amazing 110 strokes to book its
place at the national tournament
later this month.
“I knew we would run into a
buzz saw up there,” Head Golf
Coach Bob Lucio said, reflecting
on the defeat. “[Northwood]
plays this course all the time,
these Oklahoma events, and
we go up there rarely. They
know these courses well, but
our girls held together. We did
really well the second day. The
golf course was way too long, it
was tough and I feel I could go
[to Oklahoma] in August and it
would be 50 degrees and windy!
It’s just cold. Not an excuse, just
different.”
However, Lucio didn’t want
to take anything away from
Northwood’s achievement.
“The team that beat us,
Northwood, has a really solid
team, and not only that but a

that’s what I want to do with a
couple of them and so we can get
some more consistency with the
golf swings and not be like Robin
Hood in the woods all the time.
We want to be on the fairway,
we want to hit greens, and we
want to practice our short game.
We want to make sure that if we
do hit a bad one off the tee like
everyone does, that we can get it
back on the fairway and at least
make bogey.”
Coach of the year

Elizabeth A. Perez/Collegian

Members of the UTB/TSC Women’s Golf Team are honored during Wednesday’s Athletics Banquet. They are (from left) Cat Lira,
Pamela Lopez, Larissa Loredo, Krystal Garza and Andrea Cadriel.

solid program,” he said. “They
have a great golf coach, Gary
Belt, and they’ve been around
for a long time. They’ve been to
the national tournament a bunch
of times and I feel that we’re still
on the first or second step of the
ladder.”
Even with the disappointment
of losing, Lucio still believes his
squad is on the right track.
“Are we moving up? Yeah.
People taking notice? Yes!
Absolutely!” he said. “They
know we have a program, they
know we’re working towards

our goal of trying to get to the
national tournament. We’ve only
been in there four years, so we’re
going in the right direction.”
It is no secret that the Scorpion
women have struggled at times
this year due to their lack of
squad depth, something Lucio is
keen to address over the summer,
though he admits the recruiting
process isn’t going too well at the
moment.
“It’s really hard to find quality
female golfers at collegiate
level,” he said. “We’ve found
one, Elizabeth Garza, who has

come through the program here
[at Fort Brown]. She qualified for
regionals, she’s from Brownsville
and I hope to recruit her next
week and sign her. She’ll be a big
addition to our team.”
Lucio also spoke of this summer
being a re-learning opportunity
rather than a rebuilding one for
the Scorpion women.
“Now is the time in the
offseason to change swings,
make some major changes to
their golf swings and to their
game,” he said. “They know
what’s coming, I’ve told them

In other
golf news,
L u c i o
became
the fourth
Scorpion
coach to
receive
the RRAC
c o a c h
Bob Lucio
of
the
year, a title he will share with
Northwood’s Belt.
“We’ve had some awesome
years in our other sports and
golf is coming up, so for them
to name me a co-coach of the
year feels very nice,” Lucio
said. “Coach Gary Belt, who
was also given the honor, is
one of the guys who I kind
of started talking to early on;
the guy is an awesome golf
coach. He’s prepared, knows
the game, he’s really into the
women’s portion of the sport,
even though he’s a men’s and
women’s golf coach like I am.
So to be mentioned with Gary
is awesome.”

Here comes the pitch

Manuel Reyna/Collegian

Junior Mary Gonzalez of the Outlawz reaches for the ball shortly before making contact during Wednesday’s game between the Outlawz and the Ball Blasters at the REK Center field. The Outlawz defeated the Ball Blasters
7-1 in the intramurals competition.
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Family ties--seniors bid farewell to athletics
By Chris Scott
Sports Editor
Two Canadians and six Texans
ended their sporting careers this
week and have each left their
mark on their respective teams
and at the university.
From the men’s golf team
Brock Crosson, Victor Calzada
and Chris Milligan ended their
UTB/TSC career with their
fourth-place finish at the Red
River
Athletic
Conference
Tournament, while the five
baseball players--Walter Blume
III, Brian Bustos, Jesus Mendoza,
Robbie Mang and Daniel Garcia-ended theirs with last weekend’s
RRAC tournament. (Results were
unavailable at press time.)
Memories
“My favorite memory is
probably a [tournament] win in
my sophomore year,” Milligan
said. “It was the University of
Mary Hardin-Baylor invitational
and I birdied the last hole to win,
so it was pretty special.”
“I can’t really pick one as the
best memory,” Calzada said. “I
remember my first tournament; I
guess I would say that was one of
my best. It’s been really important
to me being with these guys on
the course and everything; it’s
been really memorable for me.”
Garcia, however, didn’t wish to
reminisce, saying he was keen to
make a couple of more memories
before he ended his collegiate
career with this last weekend’s
RRAC tournament.
“I think we’re going to
do really well [at the RRAC
tournament] and we should be
in the championship game,” he
said. “We have great defense,
our pitching’s going well and our
hitting is good, as well, so we
should be there.”
Teammates
Asked what they will miss the
most about UTB/TSC, all the
answers had a common theme,
their teammates.
“Just hanging out with the
guys,” Crosson said. “Friday
lunches, we always go for lunch
with the guys, that’s probably
my best memory. I don’t really
have too much from the golf
course, the golf course is kind of

Michael Peña/Collegian

UTB/TSC seniors Robbie Mang (from left), Brian Bustos, Jesus Mendoza, Walter Blume III and Daniel Garcia are ending their collegiate
athletic careers with the Scorpion baseball team.

Elizabeth A. Perez/Collegian

UTB/TSC seniors Brock Crosson (from left), Victor Calzada and Chris Milligan are ending their collegiate athletic careers with the
Scorpion golf team.

business.”
Blume said, “Probably just
the guys, the team, baseball as
a whole and just being out here
every day. I’m going to miss not
doing that anymore.”
“Just being with the guys,”
Mendoza said. “Having a role
on the team and we spend every
day together, so that’s what I’m
going to miss the most, the guys.
The team, the traveling and the
chemistry.”
“Just coming to practice every
day, being with the guys, it’s a
lot of fun,” Mang said. “I’m not

going to have that anymore and
that is what I will miss the most.”
Development
“To tell you the truth, I have,”
Bustos said when asked how
much he has developed at UTB/
TSC. “Physically and stuff like
that, mentally, yeah. I mean,
that stuff comes with maturity
but coming to UTB/TSC is just
a different surrounding. I know
you’ve heard the guys say they’re
going to miss each other, but the
camaraderie here just brings
everybody together and brings
out the best in you. You’re not

playing for a guy on the team,
you’re playing for a brother,
a family member on the team,
which makes you work a little
bit more and want it that little bit
more.”
Milligan agreed.
“You really can’t put it into
words,” he said. “When you first
get here, you’re doing your best
to improve and when you get to
the end, you realize how far you
have come. You really can’t put it
into words; it’s kind of a dream.”
Calzada said, “I feel like I’ve
improved a lot. I came in a really

shy guy, couldn’t talk to anybody
but hanging out with these guys
has got me out of my shell and
helped me grow as a person. On
the golf course, being around
them, playing with all these great
golfers, they’re really amazing
all of them, and it’s really helped
me improve my game also. Being
around them has improved me
a lot, on the course and off the
course.”
After season/college
Another common theme among
the guys was that, no matter what
they plan to do after college, they
all want to stay involved in the
sports they love.
“Hopefully, keep playing
baseball in some way, shape or
form, softball, anything,” Bustos
said when asked what he will do
after this season. “I’m just going
to try and stay busy. Hopefully,
I’m going to come back in the fall
to try and finish my undergrad.
Try and help out the guys with
anything they need. Try and get
my career and my life going and
other than that, try and stay in the
game in some way.”
Crosson said, “I’m going to
play [golf] a little bit. It’s a little
expensive, but I’m going to try
it out, I think, see where it goes
from there. Hopefully, I can help
the guys out, too, next year, but
we’ll see.”
“I’m going to go back home,”
Mang said. “Take my degree back
home and try to get into physical
therapy. I’m interested in doing
that. Maybe do some coaching in
baseball; I like baseball a lot, so I
would like to do that.”
Message
“We have a lot of great people
here, friendly people,” Calzada
said when asked what he would
say to prospective students.
“When I came in, I was really
scared. I lived far away, but
I came in and everyone was
really friendly to me. It’s a nice
environment, always sunny days.
Sometimes you get your bad day,
but the majority of the time it’s
sunny. Just the people and the
environment are great and I will
remember the people and all the
friends I’ve made.”

A view from the field--above us is only sky

By Chris Scott
Sports Editor

Sometimes when
your heart and gut tell
you to do something,
it is wise to listen.
My decision came
at Christmas when
I accepted the offer
to stay on at UTB/
TSC. I, like a lot of
student-athletes across the country, came
to UTB/TSC thinking I would be here two
years and then transfer to a Division 1
school for my final years of college. I saw
this school as a springboard, as a way to
get to the next level. What I didn’t realize,
though, was that people not only in Texas,
or even the United States, but from around
the world were using other schools to try

and get right here.
Don’t get me wrong, we are still not of
the stature of an NCAA D1 school and
joining one is still a great achievement,
but how exactly do you leave your mark?
Sure, every once in a while you may be
able to do something that people may take
note of, but those occasions are extremely
rare. Here at UTB/TSC, however, we’re
making history every single time we step
onto the field, up to the plate or onto the
court.
As a part on the men’s soccer team, I get
to see the inside track. I get to experience
the ecstasy of the wins, of the championship
victories and of the celebrations after, but
I also get to experience all of the work
behind closed doors, the stuff it takes to
get there--the 5 a.m. training sessions, the
two-hour practices in 100-degree heat, the

20-hour coach trips that make you so stiff
it feels like rigor mortis has set in. I get to
experience what it’s like to throw a jersey
on and call myself a Scorpion athlete.
The 2009-2010 season has been the
most successful campaign for Scorpion
athletics in the history of the university.
We’ve had history made, records not only
broken but obliterated, three Red River
Athletics championships (hopefully, the
baseball team will have made it four by
the time you read this!), four coaches
recognized as RRAC coaches of the year,
and countless athletes honored.
People across the country are now
taking note of that little school down south
and finding out that we’re not so little
after all, a point backed up by the fact that
we’re hosting three RRAC tournaments in
this upcoming school year.

UTB/TSC is on the up and our growth
since a crazy idea was floated about
expanding the Athletics Department
four years ago has been nothing short of
exponential. We, not only as athletes, but as
a university as a whole, are on the cusp of
something special, something spectacular,
something I urge every student, athlete or
not, to be a part of. Go down to the REK
Center field to see just how good our
soccer teams are; go to Garza Gym to see
just how good our volleyball team is; go
down to the Fort Brown course to see just
how good our golf teams are and go down
to Scorpion Field to see just how good our
baseball team is. If we get out and support
our teams, together as a school we can do
anything we want to, we can set our goals
as high as we can imagine, because above
us is only sky.
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Let’s see
some
blood
Junior medical laboratory technology
major Ana Sanchez (left) prepares
the microscope so that Liz Salazar, a
volunteer with the Brownsville Community
Health Center, and sophomore criminal
justice major Ricardo Garza can see
red and white cells during the Medical
Laboratory Technology Open House, held
April 22 in the Life and Health Sciences
Building. According to Consuelo Villalon,
program director and an assistant
technical master instructor in the Allied
Health Department, about 170 people
attended the event, which was part of
UTB/TSC’s observance of National
Medical Laboratory Professionals Week.
Luciana Morales/Collegian

Salary

Continued from Page 1

“We had a 5 percent budget reduction
of funding from the state and so that
budget cut is costing us $4 million over the
biennium. … We started out at $700,000
and then we wind up spending $1.3 million
to try to provide reasonable amounts to
employees and, of course, it was not as
much as some would like to see, but we
were very fortunate to have been able to
do anything.”
Faculty and staff receive salary
increases three different ways: base merit,
exceptional merit and market adjustment.
Base merit is an increase in salary that
all faculty and staff receive; however,
during an interview with The Collegian on
April 16, Artibise said there will not be an
increase in base merit for 2010-11.
“We are not doing what has been done
for the past several years, where we give
everybody an increase,” Artibise said. “So
we are not doing that this year and part
of the reason why we are not doing it is
because we can’t afford to do both that and
market adjustment, and we figure market
adjustment is a more important issue to
make sure our faculty and staff are paid at

Lab

Continued from Page 8

focused on the different applications for
which clinical laboratories could be used.
Blanca I. Restrepo, an associate professor
in the Brownsville Regional Campus of
the University of Texas School of Public
Health, presented some of her work on
the relationship between tuberculosis and
diabetes.
“What you can see from this map, the
areas that have the highest concentration of
red means that these are the highest-incident
areas for tuberculosis, so you can see [it is]
very distinguished in Sub-Saharan Africa,
driven by the HIV in Sub-Saharan Africa,”
Restrepo said. “But we’ve got other places
where there’s not as much HIV and we still
have a lot of tuberculosis in places that may
call your attention, such as India, actually
China, the old Soviet [Union], but I want to
call attention to places like Pakistan, India,
China where there’s not a lot of HIV. What
is driving tuberculosis in these areas?”
Restrepo said that this is most likely
caused by poor diet and cleanliness
standards.
“But the other concept that I want to

appropriate levels.”
Market adjustment is an evaluation that
compares the salary of a particular position
with that of the same position at five other
University of Texas System institutions:
UT-Pan American, UT-Permian Basin, UTEl Paso, UT-San Antonio and UT-Tyler.
Currently, salaries must meet at least 85
percent of the compared average salary.
“Take the example of a full professor; we
take the average salary of a full professor
in biology at all five institutions [and]
compare it to our salaries,” Artibise said.
He said there is a proposal to bump up
the market adjustment to 87 percent for
the next fiscal year. Any faculty or staff
member who does not meet the 87 percent
would receive an increase in salary, but
there is a small margin who would qualify.
According to university documents, 206
faculty and staff members will receive an
increase in salary, as a result of the new
market adjustment. A total of 148 staff
members will receive the adjustment,
which will cost the university $156,363.
A total of 58 faculty members will receive
the adjustment, costing the university
$144,704.
Artibise said the university aims to have
each employee meet 100 percent of the
average salary within five years.

Elizabeth Heise, an associate professor
in the Chemistry and Environmental
Sciences Department and vice president
on the Academic Senate, said faculty are
“expecting to see nothing.”
“Base merit, exceptional merit and
market adjustment are still happening, the
question is at what level,” Heise told The
Collegian in a telephone interview April
21. “I think the faculty are prepared to see
a very small increase to nothing. That’s just
to be expected in these economic times; I
mean, that has nothing to do with anything
other than it’s rough all over.”
Brenda Martinez, assistant director of
Human Resources and vice president of
the Staff Senate, said she understands the
budget constraints administrators have to
work with.
“They did what was best for the
institution and our employees,” Martinez
said. “The decisions are purely financial.”
Finally, there is exceptional merit, which
is granted to 10 percent of faculty and 10
percent of staff.
Faculty and staff members have to submit
a portfolio of the work they have done over
the past year such as publications, teaching
and public service. The portfolios are
then reviewed and voted on by their peers
before finally being submitted to the vice

presidents and president’s office for a final
decision. In addition, any faculty member
that gets promoted to a higher position,
such as from associate to tenure, receives
an increase in salary.
A total of $296,565 has been set aside for
five to six new staff positions, Rosemary
Martinez said. To date, one position has
been allocated to New Student Relations
and another to Financial Aid.
While money is tight, Artibise said the
university is not laying off any employees
or discontinuing programs like other
universities.
“Most other institutions in the UT
System are not doing salary increases at
all or they are doing a one-time bonus,” he
said.
Artibise said there may also be some
“modest” increases in medical insurance
costs for employees.
“The UT System is predicting a 12
percent increase in fees, which in rough
terms for this institution will be $1 million,
medical benefit fees, but the institution
will pick up 85 percent of those costs,
individuals will pick up 15 percent,” he
said.
Artibise added that not all employees
would be affected, but rather those with
dependents.

bring to you today is diabetes,” she said.
While in the U.S., cases of TB occur
at about 3.8 per 100,000 people, in South
Texas that number nearly triples to 10.5,
Restrepo said. In the Mexican state of
Tamaulipas, there are at least 39 cases per
100,000 people.
Unlike in many other parts of the world,
the most common factor associated with
TB in the Valley is diabetes, Restrepo said.
While about 17 percent of cases in Mexico
had self-reported diabetes, about onethird of TB patients in the Valley reported
having diabetes.
“What we notice is that … we have
higher prevalence of diabetes among
tuberculosis patients, the same in Mexico,”
she said. “This motivated us to look further
into this data to learn a bit more about
diabetes patients.”
Typically, patients who contracted TB as
a result of diabetes were in their eighth year
of the chronic condition, Restrepo said. In
addition, diabetics who have TB have a
higher rate of transmission of the disease
as they are more often smear positive than,
for example, HIV patients with TB.
“That was pretty interesting,” sophomore
Edwin Anaya said of the findings presented.

“If this grows to be big … and they start
talking all over the world about this stuff, I
would be excited to say that I was actually
here when they started talking about it.”
Other presentations were focused on
the way laboratory principles are applied
to field work. Leonel Lopez, M.D., an
epidemiologist with the Cameron County
Public Health Response Program, spoke
of some of the main ways that the control
of public health is multidisciplinary, citing
some of the preventative techniques that
were used by the county during the initial
outbreak of the H1N1 flu virus last year.
In combating H1N1, the Public Health
Response Program had to first map the area
and mark the points of concentration. Then,
the program had to find the correlation
between the areas of concentration, which
turned out to be focused on school zones.
As a result, the schools were closed.
As a more recent example in which
public health is maintained, Lopez cited
the public health office in Mexico, which
had to put more controls on how antibiotics
were distributed. Previously, strong
antibiotics could be purchased without a
prescription.
“What was happening was, people

were undermedicating or misusing the
antibiotics,” Lopez said. “… When you
undermedicate [with] an antibacterial or an
antiviral, what happens is the only [bacteria
or viruses] it will kill will be the weakest,
survival of the fittest. Unfortunately, what
stays alive are the strongest ones, the more
virulent, pathogenic ones.”
He also used colorful anecdotes when
referring to the history of public health
strategies. Some of the first strategies,
he said, involved sticks and masks used
during the black plague outbreaks.
“We call it a social distancing tool,”
Lopez said. “Basically, in other words,
when they would come up to a body, they
didn’t want to touch it because … they
would make contact. So, they would get
the stick … and pick up--usually they were
wrapped in something--and they would
pick it up with the stick so they wouldn’t
touch it. So, that was one of our first
infection control tools, too.”
About 100 people attended the
conference, with an even division of
professionals and students, Villalon said.
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ALLIED HEALTH

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY AND LEADERSHIP STUDIES

MR. EUSEBIO ORTIZ | (956) 882-5194 | EUSEBIO.ORTIZ@UTB.EDU

DR. OLIVIA RIVAS | (956) 882-7678 | OLIVIA.RIVAS@UTB.EDU

FALL 2010 SEMESTER
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
DR. RAFAEL OTERO | (956) 882-5809 | RAFAEL.OTERO@UTB.EDU

Course Name

Course Description

Course Information

Course Name

Course Description

Course Information

HPRS 1205.01

Medical Law/Ethics for Health Professions

Ana Linville

SPED 4386.61

Modifications in Inclusive Settings

Mary Curtis

HPRS 1205.02

Medical Law/Ethics for Health Professions

Ana Linville

SPED 4386.62

Modifications in Inclusive Settings

Mary Curtis

HPRS 3316.01

Nutritional Concepts for Allied Health Practitioners

Shamina Davis

HPRS 3324.01

Teaching in the Health Sciences

Shamina Davis

ENGLISH

HPRS 4301.01

Introduction to Health Data Utilization

Shamina Davis

HPRS 4312.01

Applied Pathophysiology

Shamina Davis

APPLIED BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY
MS. BEATRIZ CASTILLO | (956) 882-7078 | BEATRIZ.CASTILLO@UTB.EDU

REGISTRATIONth
STARTS MAY 4

MR. WILLIAM HARRIS | (956) 882-8239 | WILLIAM.HARRIS@UTB.EDU

Course Name

Course Description

Course Information

BLAW 6301.87

Legal Environment of Bus.

Mark Blakemore

MANA 6301.80

Management Theory

Gerald Gerald

MANA 6360.87

Production & Operation Management

Kevin Cruthirds

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Course Name

Course Description

Course Information

ENGL 1301.81

Composition I

Farhat Iftekharuddin

ENGL 1301.81

Composition I

Farhat Iftekharuddin

ENGL 1301.82

Composition I

Farhat Iftekharuddin

Course Name

Course Description

Course Information

Business Communication

Harlingen

BIOL 5402

Marine Zoology

Harlingen

BIOL 6301

Molecular Techniques and Laboratory Instrumentation

Harlingen

Course Name

Course Description

Course Information

ENGL 3322

HITT 3107.01

CIM Practicum

Barbara Denton

ACNT 1303 .80

Introduction to Accounting I

Magdalena Solis

MATHEMATICS

ALAW 3307.80

Civil Litigation Advanced

Karen Betancourt

ALAW 3312.80

Evidence

Karen Betancourt

APBT 4391.80

Current Issues in Applied Technology

Irma Jones

APBT 3309.80

Worforce Ethics

APBT 3312.80
APBT 3322.80

MICHAEL LEHKER | (956) 882-7960 | MICHAEL.LEHKER@UTB.EDU

MATHEMATICS

DR. JERZY MOGILSKI | (956) 882-6636 | JERZY.MOGILSKI@UTB.EDU
Course Name

Course Description

Course Information

MATH 1342

Elementary Statistics

Los Fresnos

Karen Betancourt

MATH 2318

Linear Algebra

Los Fresnos

Administrative Office Management

Irma Jones Jones

MATH 2412

Pre-Calculus Mathematics

Los Fresnos

Information & Technology in Organizations

Janna Arney

MATH 2413

Calculus I

Los Fresnos

APBT 3335.80

Applied Organizational Communication

Janna Arney

MATH 2414

Calculus II

Los Fresnos

APBT 4391.80

Current Issues in Applied Technology

Irma Jones

MATH 3339

Topology

Harlingen

BMGT 1301.80

Supervision

Magdalena Solis

BMGT 1301.80

Supervision

Magdalena Solis

MATH 3341

Real Analysis

Harlingen

DR. JERZY MOGILSKI | (956) 882-6636 | JERZY.MOGILSKI@UTB.EDU
Course Name

Course Description

Course Information

MATH 5304

Foundations of Mathematics

Harlingen

MATH 5305

History of Mathematics

Harlingen

MATH 5307

Practicum in Collegiate Mathematics Teaching

Harlingen

MATH 5309

Integrating Technology to Mathematics

Harlingen

MATH 5321

Higher Algebra

Harlingen

MATH 5329

Number Theory

Harlingen

MATH 5331

Higher Geometry

Harlingen

MATH 5339

Topology

Harlingen

MATH 5341

Higher Analysis

Harlingen

MATH 5381

Mathematical Statistics

Harlingen

MATH 5381.80

Mathematical Statistics

Jorge Navarro

MATH 5391

Special Topics in Mathematics

Harlingen

MATH 5392

Special Topics in Mathematics for Teachers

Harlingen

MATH 3366

Computer Algebra Systems

Harlingen

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

MATH 3381

Statistics

Harlingen

DR. DIAMANTINA G. FREEBERG | (956) 882-8869 | DIAMOND.FREEBERG@UTB.EDU

MATH 4321

Algebra II

Harlingen

Course Name

Course Description

Course Information

MATH 4329

Number Theory

Harlingen

PSYC 2314.01

Lifespan Development

Deborah Huerta

PSYC 3313.01

Abnormal Psychology

Deborah Huerta

MATHU 2311

Foundations of Mathematics

Los Fresnos

MATH 1332.80

Math for Liberal Arts

Fred Warnke

MATH 0422.80

Intermediate Algebra

Janice Phillipp

MATH 1314 .80

College Algebra

James Hilsenbeck

MATH 1342.80

Elementary Statistics

Jorge Navarro

MODERN LANGUAGES

MATH 2412 .80

Pre- Calculus Mathematics

James Hilsenbeck

DR. DANIA LOPEZ-GARCIA | (956) 882-6503 | DANIA.LOPEZGARCIA@UTB.EDU

MATH 3381.80

Statistics

Jorge Navarro

Course Name

Course Description

Course Information

SPAN 6320.80

Translation Workshop: English - Spanish

Carmen Mangiron

SPAN 6322.80

Translation Workshop: English - Spanish

Mary Phelan

SPAN 6331.80

Translation Technologies

Olga Torres

SPAN 6340.80

Audiovisual Translation

Nazaret Fresno and
Xenia Martinez

BACHELOR OF APPLIED TECHNOLOGY
DR. PETER GAWENDA| (956) 882-4197 | PETER.GAWENDA@UTB.EDU
Course Name

Course Description

Course Information

EXPL 2301.80

Analysis of Learning Outcomes and Competencies

Francisco Garcia

EXPL 2301.81

Analysis of Learning Outcomes and Competencies

Francisco Garcia

TECT 3301.80

Foundations of Technology Training

Maria Valdes - Corbeil

TECT 3301.81

Foundations of Technology Training

Maria Valdes - Corbeil

MODERN LANGUAGES

TECT 3302.80

Psychology of Technology Training

Maria Valdes - Corbeil

DR. DANIA LOPEZ-GARCIA | (956) 882-6503 | DANIA.LOPEZGARCIA@UTB.EDU

TECT 3302.81

Psychology of Technology Training

Maria Valdes - Corbeil

Course Name

Course Description

Course Information

TECT 3303.80

Training Methods in Industry

Gerald Hollier

SPAN 2313.81

Basic Spanish for Bilingual Students I

Laura Robledo

TECT 4304.80

The Trainer and Consultant for Technology Education

Maria Valdes - Corbeil

SPAN 2317.80

Business Spanish

Ignacio Rodriguez

SPAN 2321.81

Hispanic Language and Culture I

Ignacio Rodriguez

TRSP 6322.80

Translation Workshop: English - Spanish

Carmen Mangiron

SPAN 2321.81

Hispanic Language and Culture I

Mirna Vasquez

TRSP 6331.80

Tranalation Technologies

Olga Torres

SPAN 2322.80

Hispanic Language and Culture II

Laura Robledo

TRSP 6340.80

Audiovisual Translation

SPAN 4303.80

Hispanic Civilization

Elena Sampayo - Vega

Nazaret Fresno and
Xenia Martinez

SPAN 4316.80

Acquisition of the Spanish Language

Mirna Vasquez

SPAN 4334.80

English / Spanish Legal Translation

Ignacio Rodriguez

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
DR. RAFAEL OTERO | (956) 882-5809 | RAFAEL.OTERO@UTB.EDU
Course Name

Course Description

Course Information

BLAW 3337

Business Law I

Harlingen

MANA 3361

Principles of Management

Harlingen

MARK 3371

Principles of Marketing

Harlingen

TRSP 4334.80

English / Spanish Legal Translation

Ignacio Rodriguez

MANA 4352

Business & Society

Harlingen

TRSP 6320.80

Translation Workshop: English - Spanish

STAFF

Course Name

Course Description

Course Information

INTL 4371.80

International Marketing

Clara Downey-Adams

SPAN 2313.80

Basic Spanish for Bilingual Students I

Ana Pena- Oliva

NURS 6322.01

Nora Montalvo-Liendo

MANA 4366.80

Small Business and Management

Gerald Hollier

SPAN 2315.80

Basic Spanish for Bilingual Students II

Ana Pena- Oliva

Moral/Ethical Issues in Policy Development and Health
Care Management

MANA 3361.80

Principles of Management

Gerald Hollier

NURSING

NURS 6354.01

Advanced Community Nursing

Nora Montalvo-Liendo

ACCT 4331.80

Accounting Report Writing

Mary Jane Sauceda

NURS 7300.01

Capstone Practice Project

STAFF

DR. KATHERINE DOUGHERTY | (956) 882-5071 | KATHY.DOUGHERTY@UTB.EDU

ACCT 4331.81

Accounting Report Writing

Mary Jane Sauceda

NURS 7301.01

Nursing Thesis I

STAFF

Course Name

Course Description

Course Information

BLAW 3337.80

Business Law I

Thomas Blakemore

NURS 4305.81

Perspectives in Professional Nursing Practice

Edna Garza - Escobedo

NURS 7302.01

Nursing Thesis II

STAFF

BLAW 3337.81

Business Law I

Thomas Blakemore

NURS 4305.82

Perspectives in Professional Nursing Practice

Edna Garza - Escobedo

NURS 6370.01

Nursing Administration Concepts and Theory

Eloisa Tamez

BMIS 3303.80

E-Commerce Strategies

Quinyu Liao

NURS 4307.81

Leadership in Professional Nursing

Edna Garza - Escobedo

NURS 6323.01

Theories and Conceptual Models of Nursing Practice

STAFF

NURS 4307 .82

Leadership in Professional Nursing

Edna Garza - Escobedo

NURS 6382.01

Evidence-Based Nursing Practice

Ava Miller

NURS 4309.81

Research and Evidence Based in Nursing Practice

Penny Baird

NURS 6383.01

Advanced Pathophysiology

STAFF

NURS 4309.81

Research and Evidence Based in Nursing Practice

Penny Baird

NURS 6464.01

Teaching Roles and Strategies

Ava Miller

NURS 4311.81

Professional Nursing in the Community

Edna Garza - Escobedo

NURS 6362.01

Theoretical Foundations of Nursing Education

Ava Miller

NURSING
DR. KATHERINE DOUGHERTY | (956) 882-5071 | KATHY.DOUGHERTY@UTB.EDU

BMIS 3303.81

E-Commerce Strategies

Quinyu Liao

BMIS 3351.80

Info Systems in Org.

Edith Galy

BUSI 6380.80

International Business

Clara Downey-Adams

INTL 4361.80

International Management

Clara Downey-Adams

NURS 4311.82

Professional Nursing in the Community

Edna Garza - Escobedo

MANA 3361.80

Principles of Management

Gerald Hollier

NURS 4406.81

Professional Nursing in the Community

Penny Baird

TEACHING LEARNING AND INNOVATION

MANA 3362.80

Human Resource Management

Jennie Johnson

NURS 4406.82

Professional Nursing in the Community

Penny Baird

DR. REYNALDO RAMIREZ | (956) 882-8979 | REYNALDO.RAMIREZ@UTB.EDU

MANA 4352.80

Business and Society

Anthony Daboub

NURS 4409.81

Perspectives in Professional Nursing Practice

Sally Roach

Course Name

Course Description

Course Information

MARK 3371.80

Principles of Marketing

Russell Adams

NURS 4409.82

Perspectives in Professional Nursing Practice

Sally Roach

Dennis Ortiz

Sally Roach

Sam Pan

Principles of Accounting I

Foundations of Holistic Nursing

Instructional Design

ACCT 2301.80

NURS 4610.81

EDTC 6323

Joseph Corbeil

Carol Collinsworth

Sally Roach

Multimedia/Hypermedia

Principles of Accounting II

Foundations of Holistic Nursing

EDTC 6325

ACCT 2302.80

NURS 4610.82
NURS 4612.80

Research in Professional Nursing

Anne Rentfro

EDTC 6332

Educational Telecommunication

Sam Pan

NURS 4612.81

Research in Professional Nursing

Anne Rentfro

COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES
DR. JUAN R. IGLESIAS | (956) 882-6605 | JUAN.IGLESIAS@UTB.EDU

POLYSOMNOGRAPHY

Course Name

Course Description

Course Information

CIST 3310.80

Foundation of Information Systems

Katherine De la Vega

CIST 3313.80

Computer Networks

Domingo Molina

CIST 3316.80

Web Programming and Design

Bari Siddique

CIST 3342.80

Database Management Systems

Domingo Molina

CIST 3380.80

Special Topics in Computer Systems

Katherine De la Vega

CIST 4310.80

Operating Systems Management

STAFF

CIST 4330.80

Computer Graphics and Digital Imaging

STAFF

TEACHING LEARNING AND INNOVATION

COSC 1301.80

Microcomputer Applications

STAFF

DR. REYNALDO RAMIREZ | (956) 882-8979 | REYNALDO.RAMIREZ@UTB.EDU

COSC 1301.81

Microcomputer Applications

STAFF

Course Name

Course Description

Course Information

COSC 1336.80

Programming Fundamentals I

Katherine De la Vega

EDTC 3310.60

Introduction to Educational Technology

STAFF

COSC 1337.80

Programming Fundamentals II

Bari Siddique

EDTC 3320.60

Instructional Design for the Corporate Training

Matthew Crosslin

EDTC 3321.60

Computer/Web-Based Training

Mary Ann Flores

EDTC 3323.60

Designing Instructional Multimedia

Joseph Corbeil

EDTC 3325.60

Computer Mediated Communication and Collaboration

STAFF

EDTC 3332.60

Application of Intstructional Technology

Joseph Corbeil

EDUC 1301.03

Introduction to the Teaching Profession

Carmen Garcia- Caceres

EDLI 3329.80

Literacy Assessment for ESL Learners

Carmen Garcia- Caceres

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
DR. PATTI R. SALINAS | (956) 882-8993 | PATTI.SALINAS@UTB.EDU
Course Name

Course Description

Course Information

CRIJ 1306.81

The Courts and Criminal Procedures

Kevin Buckler

CRIJ 3315.81

Legal Aspects of Evidence for Law Enforcement

Kevin Buckler

CRIJ 3331.81

Legal Aspects of Corrections

Deborah Hartley

CRIJ 4312.81

Principles of Law Enforcement Supervision

Steve Wilson

CRIJ 4313.81

Seminar of Issues in Law Enforcement

Benjamin Brown

CRIJ 4341.81

Correctional Case Work and Counseling

Deborah Hartley

CRIJ 4363.81

Gangs and Gang Behavior

Susan Ritter

CRIJ 4370.81

Senior Seminar-Policy Issues

Noel OTU

KNOWLEDGE KNOWS NO BOUNDARIES.

EUSEBIO ORTIZ | (956) 882-5022 | EUSEBIO.E.ORTIZ@UTB.EDU

EDTC 6340

Practicum in Educational Technology

Janice Butler

EDTC 6341

Apps of Advance Tech inPk - 12 Classroom

Janice Butler

EDTC 6342

Student Centered Learning Using Technology

STAFF

EDTC 6343

Technology Leadership

Janice Butler

EDTC 6351

Master Teacher of Technology Practicum

Arnold McElroy

EDTC 6358

Web- Based Multimedia

Sam Pan
Janice Butler

Course Name

Course Description

Course Information

RSPT 4210.01

Polysomnograpghy Instrumentation I

Alberto Santos

RSPT 4215.01

P.S.G. Instr II

Alberto Santos

RSPT 4320.01

Fundamentals of Polysomnograpghy

Alberto Santos

EDTC 6343.80

Theory and Practice E-Learning

RSPT 4330.01

PolysomnographyTherapeutic Intervention

Alberto Santos

EDTC 6320.80

Instructional Technology

Janice Butler

EDCI 6334.60

Curriculum Development - Problems and Processes

Michael Sullivan

OPEN REGISTRATION (ALL TERMS)
STARTS: MAY 4th

2010

MAY SESSION
SUMMER I
SUMMER II
FALL

May 4 - May 16
May 4 - June 6
May 4 - July 11
May 4 - August 22

ONLINE LEARNING AND
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGIES

The University of Texas at Brownsville and Texas Southmost College
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